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survey
Caller claimed to poll for Cosmopolitan
By THERESA BEALE
The sexual habits of an indefinite number of
campus women were polled earlier this month
when a man conducted a fraudulent telephone
survey for an article he claimed would appear
in Cosmopolitan magazine.
Two female dormitory residents have
reported to campus police that a man called
them Nov. 7 and 13, respectively, and identified himself as an employee of Harris Polls.
He then proceeded to conduct what he said was
a Masters and Johnson survey of sexual
behavior for an alleged article in a spring issue
of Cosmopolitan.
After one of the women contacted
Cosmopolitan and learned the survey was
fake, she contacted a friend who also had been
polled, who then contacted campus police.
Other campus women reportedly were
contacted by the bogus survey-taker, but
campus police said they have received no other
reports.
A Rockingham County woman
reported a similar incident on Oct. 23 to county
authorities.

Photo by Okw Ml

Finally...
"A GREAT TRIBUTE should be paid to faculty and students
for their patience In using a crowded facility for too long a time,"
President Ronald Carrier said Tuesday as be broke ground for
phase one of the Madison Memorial Library addition.

VICTIMS OF abusive telephone calls are
usually reluctant to report harassment to the
police, according to campus police investigator R.A. Baker, so determining the
exact number of victims in the fake survey
case is difficult Police have received no leads
on the case which is still under investigation
"People get all kinds of prank phone calls
and they just pass them off. We hear about
them in a round-about way," be said, adding
that the false sex survey is the only
harassment of its kind on record with campus
police.
T ~
With a survey of such personal nature as
sexual behavior, victims are ashamed to admit
they have been "taken" under false pretenses.
Baker said.
"The individuals feel they are somewhat
guilty for participating in the cad," he said.

"On the front, the call appears to be valid. The
reason the callers get away with it is because
you're humiliated, embarrassed, intimidated
and don't want anyone else to know."
The two women who reported the calls said
the man gave no indication of fraud
"I wouldn't have ever suspected he wasn't
legitimate," one woman said. "He was very
professional, very friendly."
ACCORDING to Baker, a campus telephone
directory may have provided the poll-taker
with his contacts. The man opened his conversation by repeating the number he had
dialed and introducing himself as Dave Lewis
of Harris Polls.
He said he was from
Philadelphia and was staying at the
Harrisonburg Holiday Inn while he conducted
the survey. Upon later investigation, Baker
discovered that there was no Dave Lewis
registered at the hotel.
The man asked the women some general
questions-age, height, weight, marital status,
employment—and then explained that the
second part of the survey would concern sexual
behavior. In a methodical manner, the man
then queried the women on the extent of their
sexual encounter, their perceptions of their
partners and their personal desires concerning
a sexual relationship. The women said the
man then politely thanked them and said the
would appear in the March, April, or,
"Jan
May sue.fi.'. -c
A spokedkoman for Cosmopolitan's editorial
offices saidthe magazines receives complaints
about fraudulent surveys once or twice a
month from all over the country. Such surveys
should be ignored, she said.
Local authorities would be responsible for
potential prosecution, according to a
spokesman for the magazine's legal department
(Continued on Page 14)

Vandalism
Information sought
on WUU incident
Up to $500 may be awarded for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the persons responsible for
vandalizing a men's bathroom in the
Warren University Union Monday night.
The Student Government Association
Finance Committee approved the reward
proposal Wednesday, and according to the
committee's chairman, Jeff Bounder,
"There's no question the proposal will be
passed by the Senate."
James Madison University police
estimate $650 in damage resulted from the
incident which left a demolished granite
marble partition, a cracked urinal and two
smashed towel dispensers in the men's
first floor bathroom.
This is the second major vandalism to a
men's bathroom in the WUU this month.
$500 in damage occurred when another
marble partition was destroyed on Nov. 2
during a concert in the ballroom, police
said. No arrests have been made.
Police urge anyone with information
concerning either incident to contact
Investigator R.A. Baker at 6361.
p..1. . i

ABOUT $6M in damages resulted from Monday night's van-dalfam of a WUU men's bathroom*"0 * °""-
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SGA approves $1,000 loan for used booksale
By CINDY ELMORE
A $1,000 loan from the
contingency account to the
Student Government
Association for its next used
booksale in January, was
approved by senators at
Tuesday's SGA meeting.

Recent meeting
Approval of the funds prior
to the booksale will enable the
SGA to pay students by check
rather than in cash, as in past
booksales, SGA Treasurer
Jeff Bolander said. He added
that
distributing
large
amounts of cash during the
booksale
invites
the
possibility of theft and lost
money.
Four bills of opinfon also
were approved by senators,
recommending
the SGA
support
the
Commuter
Student Committee's housing
survey and that Food Services
establish weekly tours of its
food preparation facilities.

Also passed were bills
requesting the University
Program Board to deliver
more complete reports to
senate meetings, and that
Food Service', operate its
nightly "exa a week snack
hours" at tb Gibbons Dining
Hall, rather .han at Duke's
Grill.
UNLIKE REGULAR
proposals, bills of opinion
make
recommendations,
rather than initiate action.
In other business, the Food
Services Advisory committee
defeated a proposal for
university Food Services and
the SGA to sponsor a day of
fasting. Money saved by Food
Services during the fast would
have been sent to a Cambodian relief fund.
However,
tils . rr~^v
probably could not have been
obtained from the State
Purchasing Agency for three
to four months, and student
response to the fast would
have been low, Committee
Chairman Mark Davison said.

Food Services has agreed to
place a vending machine in
Ashby Hall, he added.
Administrative Vice
President Chuck Cunningham
reported that the Undergraduate Studies Commission approved changes in
the Bachelor of Science and
Bachelor of Arts degrees in
physics and approved a B.S.
degree in anthropology and a
B.S.A. degree in art.
Campus
Energy
Conservation Coordinators may
sponsor an energy conservation contest between
residence halls, and a monthly
campus-wide energy conservation day, when all
energy availability on campus
will be cut back. Both plans
are results of a 40 to 50 percent
increase in energy costs at
JMUsince last year, even
though t..»sumption has
decreased five to 10 percent,
Cunningham added.
AN AD-HOC committee
which was formed to renovate
Duke's Gril, has been ex-

panded
to
recommend
renovations to the entire top
floor of the Warren University
Union, to be completed in
phases, Legislative Vice
President Robin Lawrence
said.
CSC Chairman Jeff French
told senators his committee
will distribute surveys to area
landlords
about
student
housing,
and
Inter-hall
Council
Vice
President
Wallace Westell said his
group is sponsoring a tutorial
program in residence halls
during exam week.
Senators passed a proposal
permitting
the
SGA
Curriculum Instruction
committee to work with the
faculty-sponsored Center for
Integrative Education to form
a student issues discussion
forum here next s^nwater.
The forum wuTDe held on a
regular basis with students
and faculty members meeting
to discuss preselected topics
relating to campus or current
events.
Student Services Committee

Chairman Lee Owen told
senators that campus groups
reserving the college farm
Tan obtain maps to the
location from Student Activities Coordinator Chris
Sachs.
THREE NEW proposals
were presented and sent to
committees for consideration.
Bill Miller proposed the
SGA offer a $250 reward for
information about recent
vandalism
to
men's
bathrooms in the Warren
University Union and Gary
Beugnet proposed the SGA
fund $52.25 to the honor
council which has exceeded its
allocated budget. Charles
Bond proposed a new parking
sticker system to be recommended for implementation
on campus. Bond's system
would retain one sticker, but
students would be able to
select which bumper to place
the sticker on, and then would
thereafter be required to park
with that sticker facing the
driving lane, he said.

Senate reverses order on chairperson's vote
By CINDY ELMORE
A proposal allowing all
Student Government
Association committee
chairpersons to vote in their
respective committees was
approved by SGA senators at
their Nov. 20 meeting.
This action reversed an
earlier decision by the Constitutional Revisions committee that denied the
chairpersons' votes.
However, if the chairperson's vote results in tie, the
committee proposals do not
pass, regardless, Chairperson
Pro Tempore Charles Bond
told senators.
A
three-credit
history
course on the life and contributions of James Madison
was also approved by
senators. The course will
begin here on a trial basis
during spring semester 1981
and the History department
has agreed to include the
course in its schedule.
The 489-level course will be
taught during fourth block and
will be oriented towards non-

History majors, Dr. Carlton
Smith said. Smith will be
teaching the new course.
Spring semester 1961 is the
earliest date the James
Madison class can be included
in the History department
schedule, he added.
The senate also passed a bill
of opinion to recommend the
Harrisonburg city planner
study the possibility of constructing a flashing light and
crosswalk
across
Port
Republic Road to the JMU
gravel parking lot
Also approved was an 11,100
loan from the* SGA*1 contingency account to cover
expenses of the SGA Chrisfc^
mafcdance, to be held Dec. 1 in
the Warren University Union
ballroom.
TICKETS ARE eight dollars
per couple and au beer is
included in the ticket price.
Tickets are available in the
SGA office or from senators.
The senate passed an
amendment permitting all
gains or losses from the dance

h*«tri C* * Track tott
Your Import fartt
Headquarters
In The Valley
Winter is here!
Time To Get Yo/irSpot*
pr Imported Car In Shape For The
Fun Months Ahead. We Have
Owner's Manuals For Over 100
Makes-$8.95. We Have A Large
Number Of Hard-To-Get Parts In
Stock For VW, Fiat. Datsun, Brit.
Ley land, Toyota, Saab, Volvo,
Honda, and Others
Call & See If We Have
What You Need!
•bvtji ft iUuuA U ifauUNb
Waterman & Chicago
433-2534

to be assumed by the contingency account.
A second constitutional
revision was passed that
forbids the Student Affairs
Advisor to vote in the SGA
finance committee, as an ex
officio member.
Food Services Advisory
committee
defeated
a
proposal to place vending
machines in Greek housing.
SENATORS ALSO approved proposals to attempt to
obtain garbage containers for
Showalter Apartments'

curbside pickup, to provide
punch and cookies tor the
annual
Christmas
tree
lighting ceremony, and to
request a map to the college
farm be printed in the student
handbook and in The Breeze.
Also
approved
were
proposals to remove concrete
barriers on Duke's Drive and
to establish a "first response"
rescue/team on campus in
conjunction
with
JMU
Security and the Harrisonburg Rescue Squad.
SGA
Student
Services

committee defeated proposals
to begin a definitive campus
snow policy and to establish a
hot line telling which classes
are cancelled in inclement
weather.
Senators then passed a
proposal
recommending
stickers
with
campus
security's phone number be
placed on all residence hall
telephones.
The stickers
would be placed on telephones
over the Christmas break by
residence hall advisors.
(Continued on Page 9)
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'Nessie'
By TRICIA FISCHETTI
"The Loch Ness Monster
Lives."
You may have seen it on
bumper stickers advertising
the roller coaster at Buscn
Gardens in Williamsburg.
You may have read it in eyewitness
accounts
in
newspapers and magazines.
Ana ifyou were in GraftonStovall Theater Monday, Nov.
19, you just may believe it

TIM
DINSDALE,
a
foremost authority and author
of five books on the Loch Nesa
Monster gave a lecture and
film and slide show.
^'1 don't attempt to sway you
in one way or the other,"
Dinsdale said of his extraordinary subject. "I myself
used to be totally skeptical."
Dinsdale,
a
former
aeronautic engineer, is from
Great Britain and speaks with
the refined accent of the
British aristocracy.
Dinsdale began his interest
in the Loch Ness monster, or
Nessie, as it is often called, in
1959 when he was involved
with the first generation of
testing jet engines. His job
was very exciting, and it involved a lot of travel, he said.
"THE LAST thing in the
world I thought about was the
monster at Loch Ness,"
Dinsdale said. "In fact, I
didn't care at all about the
thing."
His
attitude
changed,

British Royal Air Force: 'films are not fake'

however, when he began to
read many British newspaper
accounts of people seeing
"something powerful and
large and living fa the landlocked waters of the British
Isles." Although the accounts
sounded incomprehensible to
Dinsdale, be said that the fact
they were coming from
responsible people intrigued
him.
Dinsdale decided to find out
about the monster himself and
spent nine months reading
more than 100 eye-witness
reports and researching the
subject
THE FILMS DINSDALE
presented showed the Loch to
be very beautiful. "The
scenery is quite what you
would expect for a loch with a
monster in it," he said.
Accounts through the years
refer to an object 30 feet in
length mat moves very
rapidly, cutting a powerful
wake in the water. One witness said it looked like an
upturned boat until it submerged, according to Dinsdale. Others report mounds
which appear to be part of the
animal's back.
On rare occasions, people
report seems a "long serpentine neck, limbs, and a tail
thrashing through the water
with much force," Dinsdale.
Although the stories seemed
impossible to Dinsdale for
some time, he soon began to
believe
"there are unicorns—
unf*arwater unisorns in Great
Britain."
IN
went
have
to

APRIL. 1M0, Dinsdale
to Loch Ness himself to
a look. There, be talked
several
"responsible,

adult" people who claimed to
have seen the monster.
He sot up at daybreak for
four days and patrolled the
loch with a 16 m.m. Bolex
camera with a filming range,
with lights, of about a mile. At
9 a.m. on the final day of his
expedition, he was riding
along the loch banks with his
camera set up on the car seat
beside him when he saw "a
motionless object which I
knew was not a boat" Dinsdale said.
Dinsdale said he saw what
appeared to be the back of an
animal reddish-brown in
color. "I looked at it and
thought 'Ye God, what is it?"'
he said. "It had such mass,
and whan it moved, it didn't
just bobble off, it surged off."
Snooting about 40 feet of
black-and-white film, Dinsdale saw the creature approach die far shore,, make a
90 degree turn and then swim
parallel to the far shore. "I
could Bee it clearly at a range
of about 200 yards," be said,
"and I knew I was looking at
something truly amazing."

Dinsdale later filmed a
speed boat to use as a speed
and size-reference with his
film of what he thought was
the monster. The film, which
he showed his JMU audiecof about 200, demonstrated
that the creature created a
wake on the water about five
times that of the speed boat.
"THINK ABOUT THIS,"

Dinsdale said. "Here I was an
aeronautic engineer with film
of a monster that isn't supposed to exist."
He said he was .worried
about public doubt of his film,
but decided "to bell with it"
and put his film on British
television. He said he couldn't
hold back information on a
"phenomenon that would
knock your socks off in terms
of natural history."
As with each filming of what
is supposed to be the monster,
the British Royal Air Force
studied the films and issued a
statement that they were "not
fake and that the subject
seemed to be animate."
Throughout the 60s and 70s.
Dinsdale has either conducted
or studied whether or not the
monster really exists in Loch
Neas.
He said a problem in the
research is the amount of
hoaxes he and his fellow
researchers have to deal with.
"One must accept that people
like to hoax," be said. "And
there are many Loch Ness
hoaxists." He cited an
example of an April Fools'
Day hoax in 1972 when some
pranksters
dropped
the
carcas of an elephant sealion
into Loch Ness and claimed
that Nessie was dead.
ALL
PHOTOGRAPHS
supposedly taken of Nessie
are studied for authencity It
is relatively easy to fake a still
shot, -so films are more
valuable, according to Dinsdale. "But even the best
films we have now are pretty
bad," he said.
Using the best available
photographs and sighting

accounts, Dinsdale has come
up with what he believes the
monster looks like. It has a
small head with eyes on the
side, a long, powerful neck,
two limbs, a large torso with
curious bumps of its back, and
a powerful swimming tail,
according to Dinsdale He
does not mink the animal has
much intelligence.
His theory is that the animal
has evolved throughout the
ages, possibly having entered
the loch during the last ice
•ft. creatures have been
spotted over the years in

"every nook and cranny of
Loch Ness," Dinsdale said.
"We know there are several,"
he said, "probably three or
four."
HE IS WORRIED, however,
that the small colony may be
threatened by increasingly
poor environmental conditions. Hydraulic oil which
drips from the loch gates not
made to be opened as of ten as
they are, now coats the surface of the water and may
damage the creatures, Dinsdale said.
"I wonder whether we are
now at the sunset of our
sightings ,at Loch Ness," he
Hope for continued study
comes with reports of
sightings at Loch Mora,
another Scottish loch. "If you
haven't heard about it yet you
soon will." Dinsdale said.
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NEIL YOUNG
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Bowling Club competing, attempts recognition
By LOUIS EACHO
Bowling is one of the few
Erticipant sports in the world
it can be enjoyed by people
of all ages, according to the
vice-president of the James
Madison University bowling
league.
''There are still more people
who bowl only once or twice a
year compared to those who
would play a few sets of tennis
during the year," Bruce
Everly said. Unlike tennis, all
the equipment needed to bowl
is availabe at a minimal cost
without any competitive atmosphere either, he said.
Petitioning since last year
for club status, the JMU
bowling league is currently an
unofficial member of the
Southern
Intercollegiate
Conference along with the
University of Virginia, Ap-

palachian State, Virginia
Polytechnical Institute and
State University and Glenville
State.
The men's team currently
has a record of two wins and
two losses after splitting
matches with Appalachian
and Glenville State, while the
women's team has recorded
one loss so far to Appalachian
State.
Like most other universities, JMU has made few
attempts to establish any sort
of bowling program, according to Everly. "It just has
a lower class connotation
among the bigger sports such
as football, since it doesn't
bring in any money," be said.
•BOWLING ISN'T considered a major collegiate
sport at most schools since it's

ARE YOU READY
FOR FINALS?
Come To The Village N
Complex,Sunday,
December 5,7-9 p.m.
The Following Dorms Will Have
Tutors On Hand To
Answer Your Questions:
White: Math
Dingledine :History (Tentative)
Ikenberry .Sciences(Basically Biology)
Weaver Political Science
Frederickson:Psychology 231-232
Chappelear: Sociology (Tentative)
Huffman : Business- Econ 130-5,
Acct.241-2
Hanson : Relaxation SessionsSunday 7p.m.
Other times to be announced
Garber: Exam Preparation Techniques
and How To Take Essay and
Objective Tests.
Sunday JuesdayandWednesday Nights.

Refreshments Will Be Offered I
Check Master Schedule
In Huffman
For Additional Scheduling

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
.

part of the much smaller
Association of College Unions
International instead of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association," added Mike
Helton, JMU bowling league
treasurer.
One only needs to take a
look at the size of bowling
classes and the league to see
that it's getting to be a popular
sport among students at JMU,
Everly said. Most classes fill
18 or 20 of the lanes at the local
bowling alley with two
students per lane eachpaying
$25 for the course. Ine 45person bowling league plays
Wednesday nights with each
member paying 95 cents per
game, be said.
Bowling has proven to be a
money-making sport for those
schools who have built their
own bowling facilities for

student use, Everly said.
"Schools roughly our size,
such as Marshall University
in West Virginia, have built
bowling alleys with a snack
bar and game room setting
that have proven to be a huge
financial success," he said.
Having bowling lanes on
campus would obviously deter
the league's present financial
problems, Everly said. "It
costs us $100 to rent Valley
Lanes for every home match
we play and when we visit
other schools we must pay for
our own room, board and
transportation fees," he said.
STILL.
THOUGH
the
bowling league expects to
have their constitution for
club
status . approved
sometime this year, Everly
doesn't expect the group to

immediately ask the Student
Government Association for
money.
"Unless we show
several attempted methods to
raise money and the ways in
which we serve the school, it's
unlikely that the SGA would
give us any funding at all," he
said.
Team bowling, like tennis
uses the top five men and
women players of each team
who compete in three matches, each match having six
games, Everly said. Seven
points are given to the team
with the highest overall point
total, six points to the winner
of each match and two points
are given for each individual
team member's victory.

GIVE A HOOT,
DON'T POLLUTE.
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JMU to hold contest on energy conservation
By DONNA SIZEMORE

The best way to conserve
energy is with common sense.
Simple steps like closing
doors and turning off lights
are one of the easiest ways to

* *

conserve, according to Jim
Auckland,
energy
conservation director at James
Madison University.
Steps like the aforementioned can save an estimated

A&P

Pepsi Cola 8 pk. 16 oz. bottles
Schlitz bottles 6 pk. 12 oz.
Reg. or Light
A&P Potato chips 8V2 oz. pkg.,

¥*

five to ten percent on costs,
Auckland said.
However, - the
Energy
Conservation Commission at
JMU already has plans to
initiate campus wide energy
conservation, Auckland saw.
The Energy Conservation
Commission met Tuesday to
discuss
ideas
for
implementation of the plans.
According to Auckland, a
number of possible steps to
encourage
energy
conservation were discussed, but
no definite conclusions were
reached.

fering cash prizes to the most
energy efficient dorms.
"President Carrier indicated support for some form
of contest,1' Auckland said,
adding
that
University
President Ronald Carrier
might be able to find funds for
awards.
The
commission
also
discussed holding a weekly or
monthly
contest
among
students and faculty for the
best energy conservation
suggestion. All suggestions
would be reviewedTw the
Energy Conservation Commission.
Another possible measure
discussed is the establishment
of a campus-wide goal with

ONE POSSIBLE measure is
holding
inter-dorm
conservation contests and of-

1.09
deposit

■

NEED EXTRA MONEY
Temporary Jobs

*'79
.79

Hunt's Tomato Ketchup 44 oz.

.99

Heinz Kosher Spears or
Bread & Butter Slices 24 oz.

§9

e) MANPOWER
Ann Page Frozen Pizzas 13 oz.
Sausage or Cheese .99

L

70 S.High St
Harrison burg
Va
433-8006
Joan
Chamblin

TEMPORARY SERVICES

OF HARRISONBURG

Banquet Frozen Fried Chicken
31bs.i2oz. 3.99
■-+*£

A&P Frozen French Fries

.69

A&P Yogurt

.3f

6.5 Oz.

Marvel Bread 22 oz. loaf
12 oz. pkg. of tomatoes

.39
.69

A FULL SERVICE SALON
VENEY'S HAIRSTYUNG

:

OUR WAY

HORN'S MINI MARKET

.88

GO FOR THE GOLD!

.88

TUBORG GOLD
1/2 keg $24.00

Ground Beef (any size pkg.) 1.39 lb.
A&P Franks

1.09

THE JUNG- BUDWEISER
12oz. 6 pk. $1.99
The Philip',

A&P All Meat Bologna sliced

1.09

Ann Page Bacon

1.09

Editor's
note:
Student
opinions and suggestions may
be submitted to the Energy
Conservation Commission by
calling Jim Auckland at S72S.

FOR APPOINTMENT
Telephone 434-0401

Hours 10 - S
CLOSED MONDAY

10 lb. bag potatoes

.78

ELECTRIICTY USE is
down six percent from last
year for the month of October,
Auckland said. However, the
cost is up 44 percent, be added.
The same holds true for
fuel, he said. Use is down six
percent from last October, but
cost has risen SO percent

0Iff C$fHf]e$i$$ f$r i*f nmlte

.58

5 lb. bag onions

AUCKLAND SAID that an
energy logo or slogan contest
might be held with some type
of monetary reward for the
winner.
The commission is still
considering
any
energy
conservation proposals and
welcomes student or faculty
imput, Auckland said
However, be expressed
concern that any type of
program needs immediate
implementation.
"Our estimated utility bill
last year was $1.5 million
dollars," Auckland said,
adding that mis year's will be
close to 12.5 million.
The soaring cost of energy is
one of the major reasons why
conservation la such an important matter, according to
Auckland.

1108 Reservoir Street

2 lb. bag carrots

5 lb. bag white grapefruits

some kind of incentive attached.
This goal could be implemented through various
means, Auckland said, citing
a 24-hour cutback in heating
as one method. The temperature would be drastically
lowered in all dorms so
"people would become aware
of what would happen if fuel
supplies were cut off," he
said.

"66"

across from Valley Mall

JOl«NSOF
QOOt)
FAITb
MIRACULOUS

ST.
CHRISTOPHER

We check
our assortment
of these Sterling Silver
medals religiously to
make sure your favorite
is waiting for you!

•all JMU checks honored
434-8030
Valley Mall
Harrison burg
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Faculty member, brother represent
"I've thought for years that
I'd like to get into the state
legislature,* Miller said, but
he never seriously considered
the idea until Bonnie Paul
decided not to seek reelection. Friends encouraged
Miller to run, and after
receiving assurances from
James Madison University
President Ronold Carrier that
he could continue teaching
here, Miller agreed to enter
(KA pnce.
Miller noted that four or five
other Virginia college faculty
members serve in the General
Assembly in addition to
teaching. He said he is
scheduled to teach two
courses during the second
block of the spring semester
and the entire fall semester
next year. Miller plans to take
an unpaid leave of absence
during the first block of the
spring semester when the
General Assembly is in
session, he said.
He hopes to serve on the
finance
committee
and
general laws committee, both
standing committees in the
House of Delegates. Miller
feels that his training and
work with tax laws over the
past 16 years will enable him
to be well equiped to handle
legislation in Richmond.

By VANCE RICHARDSON
Serving in the Virginia
House of Delegates may be
unusual for a college
professor, but two brothers
representing the same district
in the state legislature is rare
indeed.
Kevin Miller, who, along
with his brother, I. Clinton
Miller, will represent the 16th
District in the Virginia House
of Delegates beginning in
January, said be knows of no
other
brothers
serving
together in the General
Assembly.
In a close race Nov. 6,
Miller,
an
accounting
professor here, was elected to
the Virginia House of
Delegates to serve the
counties of Page, Shenandoah,
and Rockingham, and the city
of Harrisonburg. His brother
Clinton was re-elected to a
fifth term from the same
district.
KEVIN MILLER sees no
erticular conflict or benefit
>m
two
brothers
representing
the
same
district. He said he and bis
brother share the same basic
philosophy, but he noted that
his political views are Just as
close to those of Representative Bonnie Paul, who
presently serves the 16th
District, as they are to those of
his brother. Miller said he will
consult with Clinton on certain
issues, but "not as a brother,
rather as a representative
from the same district"

"THERE'S
GENERAL
agreement among the accounting and legal professions
that some of the most complex
laws are found in the internal
revenue code," he said.

Ofd Virginia Horn Cafe
Specializing in Country Cooking
special luncheons-chops-chicken
seafood-variety of salads and
sandwiches-Virginia ham
-delicious brdbkfastsMon-Sat 6:30 am-2.00 pm
W Market St. 434-6572

New York Style Pizza
* *Best Prices in Town* *
-Urge
1 Topping
2 Topp!

-Medium

.00
.75-

-4.25

3.25

—5.5ft

-5.00

3.75

-5.50-

4.25

3 Toppings*or more)-

3.50

50* Off Any Pizza
with coupon Offer expires
Dec. 15
$.55 a slice (plus .15 a topping)
STEAK SUBS $1.70 plus extra for topping
CIRO'S EASY CARRY OUT
778 E. Market
Tuesday-Thurs. 11:00-12:00
Friday, Saturday & Monday 11:00-1:00am

Miller's 11 years of instructing
federal income tax and other
accounting courses, in addition to his being a certified
public accountant, has given
him direct involvement with
the internal revenue tax
codes, he said.
One change in Virginia's tax
structure that Miller expects
to come out of the next session
of the General Assembly is a
reduction or removal of the 4
percent sales
tax
on
prescription drugs and food.
He said he supports this
change but admitted that it
will cause a real problem
because adjustments will
have to be made in state
revenue.
"As it is," he said, "it's a
very regressive tax and has
become Increasing so because
people in lower income
brackets are paying an even
higher percentage of their
take-home pay in food." This
creates a real burden on those
person with lower incomes, he
added.
MILLER SAID that another
likely tax change proposal to
come before the next session
of the state legislature will be
an increase in the current nine
cents per gallon state tax on
gasoline. A reduction in the
consumption of gasoline due
to its higher price and the
'*""!m(plt '. efficiency
of
automobiles means that the
state gas tax will not generate
as much revenue as in the
past, he said. He noted that sue

Photo by Sandy Paatow

Kevin Miller, an accounting professor here, says he's excited
about starting his first term in the Virginia House of Delegates
this January.
years ago the nine-cent tax
was twenty percent of the
total price of gas, but today it
represents less than 10 percent. The revenue generated
by the state tax on gas does
not cover the cost of highway
maintenance anymore, he

said.
Noting that Virginia's
constitution
requires
a
balanced budget. Miller said
that "In real dollars, some
agencies may have to get by
with less."

WERNER'S
Party Package Store
°15 S. High St 434-6895 *
Michelob 'The Finest'
2.19
Budweiser 'Party Pac' 12
3.99
Andeker 'Gold For You'
1.99
Molson Golden Ale - Beer
2.69
Blue Ribbon Longnecks (24)
S.49
Schlitz 'Malt Liquor Bull' 8 OK. 1.19
"Party Kegs & Football Specials"
Blue Ribbon 7 V* gal.
12.9s
Schlitz'World of Gusto'
25.95
Schlitz Bull * Malt Liquor
27.95
Budweiser 7 V% gal.
16.95
Busch Prem. 15 gal.
24-95
• Free ice*
-BUY ONE
$2.00value -GETTWO FREE
"Beer fie Alcoholic Beverages of the World"
• COME IN AND REGISTER FOR A
FREE CHRISTMAS COUNTRY HAM!!!

■ - • • !•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■»■•■•
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JMU students study fashion in the Big Apple
By DONNA S1ZEMORE
Baggy pants, sweatshirts,
and glittery color are what the
well-dressed are wearing in
New York City, the fashion
capital of the United States.
This was the observation of
three
James
Madison
University
students who
recently visited "The Big

"Students could see the
aspects they are studying."

accompanied the girls on their
trip, sponsored through the
New York Classroom Guide.

HIGHLIGHTS OF the trek
included visits to the Fashion
Institute of Technology, the
United Nations, the Royale
Theatre, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, the Simplicity
Pattern Company, Macy's,
Bloomingdale's and Mamma
Leone's.
Students were most impressed by the Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT),
citing the costumes shown
there as an example.
"FIT was the best," said
Patsy Rozell, a JMU senior
who took the trip.
Students called visiting New

Watching
fashion

These students, along with
18 others, all fashion merchandising majors at JMU,
took a trip to New York Nov. 610, to gain first-hand insight
into how the fashion industry
operates.
Grace
Steinberg
and
Kathleen Bands, instructors
of home economics at JMU,

in the making
"The trip was designed to
let fashion merchandising
students see fashion in the
making,"
said
Bands.
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NEED
CAR
1
u INSURANCE?
Here arc 5 good reasons why
you should call Criterion:
1 CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLANS
Criterion has several plans to
make it easier to pay tor your.cajr
insurance.

MONEY SAVING DEDUCTIBLES
Criterion offers several higher
deductibles which can save you
money on Comprehensive and
Collision coverage.

2 RATES BASED ON YOUR
DRIVING RECORD
Your rates are determined on an
individual basis including your
driving record.

DEPENDABLE PROTECTION
Criterion is a financially strong
company which has specialized in
auto insurance since 1961.

3 COUNTRYWIDE CLAIM SERVICE
With a network of 2.500 claim
Call toll-free
representatives throughout the
^*%*%£\ C7(| /fflCfl

U.S. andC**-*" .--« protected * oUU-3 / Z"*1V*>V
wherever you drive.
for ft ^ ^ quotarjon

York a "fashion lesson"
According to Gray Whitten,
another senior who attended,
"anything goes" in New York.
Whitten said she saw people
with their hair dyed purple,
and people who wore green
makeup.

wouldn't even be considered
in stores in Richmond.
Despite the differences in
fashion there, students were
impressed.
<T
I would think of it as highfashion," Hinchman said. ^If
I lived there I could get into
dressing like that"

••THE PEOPLE^ are just
standing on the corner,"
Rozell said. "Everything is
always in a rush."
"The people look dead,"
said Pat Hinchman, another
senior who attended.
"Everybody has a frown on
their face," Whitten added
"They never smile," Rozell
continued.
The students gave a wide
variety of dcitHptions of New
York.
Rozell called the city
"gaudy,"
while
Whitten
referred to it as "awesome
and amazing."

STUDENTS RESIDED near
Time Square and caught a
glimpse of several of stars,
including Dustin Hoffman,
Sandy Duncan and Mia
Farrow.
"I love the night life,"
Whitten added.
According to the three girls,
fads are also big in New York.
They were most impresseaVby .'VXC
the designer clothing.
"New York is closer to
Europe than anywhere,"
Whitten concluded.

"I LOVE it," said Hinchman. "It's exciting."
"New York is the place you
can see and do everything,"
Steinberg said.
"It's amazing how much
earlier they get everything,"
Whitten said, adding that she
saw
merchandise
that

American
Cancer Society
TK88PACIC0VnUBDTIDUAraBUCanvia

Men's Flannel Shirts $5.88
Good looking shirts of 100% cotton
in assorted plaids. Long sleeve, long tail.
Sizes S,M, &L. Regular price $8.00

Or fill out and send coupon to:

Criterion Insurance Company
14421 Jefferson Davis Hu/y., Woodbridge, VA 22191

Yes
Name.

Please send me a free auto insurance rate quotation.
___—__^.

IT Male
HSingie
] Female — Married

Age

.Apt «

Address.

_

.State & Zip-

City

.Dormitory _

Phone 1 Home/.
■Occupation.

1 Business.;

.Spouses Occupation

1

iuiinkV

HAS ANY DRIVER WITHIN THE LAST 3 YEARS
Been involved in an accident"?
Yes "
No !
How many?—_
Had license suspended or revoked9 Yes
No
Been convicted of a traffic violation'? Yes:
No:
How many''—
Give brief details about any yes answers above including approximate dates:

Body Style
No
Model
Car Yr Make ^Granada, Dart etc > Cyl vsedan. 2-dr, etc
1
,
2
,
—J
'I

List all other drivers
Age

Maie'or
Female

Relation

Married
or Single

Days per week driven to
work
Car» fc
Car* 2
Oneway mileage
Ca* « 1
Car • 2.

_ Location of car if different
', ot Use
from above address
Car g t Car « 2 Car «1 City
it State . 1
A Car *2 CityState
JL

HmHWWWIHWIWWigi

Master Charge, Visa,
Leggett.
Holiday Hours: 10-10 Mon. -Sat.
■
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The ENTERTAINMENT AMUSEMENT CO
PRESENTS

*o<*;
James Madison University
police report the following
incidents for the period of
Nov. 14-27:
Vandalism and petty larceny. A JMU student was
arrested and charged with
petty larceny and vandalism
after cadets observed the
suspect breaking antennas off
two police cruisers. Police say
the suspect bad one of the
antennas on his person when
apprehended.

property. A student faces a
Judicial Council hearing after
he was apprehended for
allegedly driving on the
Kactice field next to Godwin
ill.
Another
student
was
charged with destruction of
state property after the car he
was driving jumped a curb in
the parking lot behind Hoffman Hall, damaging two large
trees. Damage is estimated at
$200.

Trespassing. A female
student and a male nonstudent
were
charged
judicially with trespassing
after they were found staying
in Alpha Sigma Tau sorority
house on Greek Row during
the Thanksgiving break.

Petty larceny. A ten-dollar
bill was reported stolen from
an unlocked room in Wayland
Hall. $12 was reported stolen
from an unlocked locker in
Godwin Hall. A ski jacket was
reported stolen from a coat
rack in Miller HaU.

Destruction

state

Attempted breaking and

entering. Someone apparently
tried to force open a door to a
room in Logan Hall. Police
are unsure if entry to the room
was gained, but nothing was
reported stolen.
Drug overdose. A student
was admitted to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital after an
apparent
overdose
of
sedatives mixed with alcohol.
The student was released
after having his stomach
pumped.
Vandalism. A car parked in
M-lot by Miller Hall had a
window blown out, apparently
by an air rifle. Police say the
incident occurred during
daylight.
Anti-Iranian slogans were
spray-painted on a blackboard
in Godwin Hall.

Sun.-Thurs.
11am -10pm

Debate team
reachet
final rounu

r-

The debate team of Anne
Edmunds and Angela Hochmeister compiled a record of
seven wins and one loss and
reached die final round in the
West Virginia
Wesleyan
College Invitational Debate
Tournament held November
16-18.
Their record was better
than any other. team, competing, thus earning them a
spot in semi-finals. In that
debate they defeated Clarion
State College advancing them
to the finalround.
Hochmeister was named
second
best
individual
speaker and Edmunds was
tied for fifth.

Fri.-Sat.
11am-10pm
88 Car I ton St.
vw ofv soffwriiing

U,
EXPECT *-C 0«»«T|»

Point Blank
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15, 7:30 PM
SPECAL GUEST

■nCKCTS: » 00 FESTIVAL SEATING
ON SALE: ALL GLOBE RECORD SHOPS. RADFORD RECREATION CENTER
IN RAOfORD; ABE COPLENS IN DANVILLE: FIRST NATIONAL BANK IN
CHRIST1ANS8URG; FARRAR S DRUG IN CLIFTON FORGE; ARABRITE S IN
BLACKSBURG; ROBERTSON DRUG IN LYNCHBURG; FLIP SIDE IN
LEXINGTON; STUFF LIMITED IN STAUNTON
MAIL ORDERS:
ZZ TOP , C/O SALEM CIVIC ENTER, PO BOX 866
SALEM. VA 24513 SEND CERTJfcB"
?£"
^NEY ORDERS AND
SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPES I
I ORDERS PHONE 389-9387.

SALEM CIVIC CENTER

PHOTOGRAPHY
IS OUR BUSINESS

GITCHELL'S
CAMERA SHOP & STUDIO
IN -DOWNTOWN-y.L^RRISONBURG

20%

MM*

15% Student Discount

"BUY TWO,
50 $ OFF
GETTHE
rish & CMps
[RDFREE"jA
Meal includes Fishi

offer good on our
8B Chips, coleslaw
original Fish
jandreg, soft drink
Chips
Expires
Expires
Dec. 31,1979 | Dec. 31, 1979

STUDENT
DISCOUNT ON
ALL MERCHANDISE

PHOTOFINISHING
THAT'S FAST
79 E. MfarlcWt,.-

. St.*:

434-5314

BEER,

tef^jT /"iffit***

L Altt ^

AND COC

Seafood Restaurant
885 E. Market St.

r

W-4MJ

Anyone Can SELL Seafood
)
We SPECIALIZE in Seafood

EvoyWeek ALL YOU QW EAT SPECIALS
7.95
Steamed Shrimp
MON.
6.59
TUES.
Crab Cakes
5.95
WED.
Fried Oysters
5.95
Fried Clams
THURS:
7.95
Steamed Shrimp
FRL
5.25
SAT.
Fried Flounder
5.95
SUN.
Fried Oysters
Includes Cole Slaw, French Fries &* Hush Puppies

Exclusively by

silteffifc"
FASHION FRAMES

The Jewel of Eyewear

QUILLEN OPTICAL
80 South Main St: 433-2875

v ,
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SGA requests change

157 Warsaw Ave.
Turn at Light at
JMU's Front Entrance
434-7498
THRU SUNDAY
Lite
. 2.09 Kegs:
' Moosehead
3.29 Bud
y* keg 16.49
(Canadian lager) Old Mil y keg 13.49
4
Budweiger &
Buschl2pks. 4.19 Chef-Boy -ar-dee
Schlitz6pk.
Pizzas 1.29
bottles 1.99 Coke ffiler-2 for .991
••••••••• •"•"•"•••"•
* under new management *
The winner of our drawing:
BILLCRAUNofJMU
Sun.-Thurs.tiH2 Fri.-Sat.tUl
^ssssssssssssss

Noise level to be assessed
By DONNA SIZEMORE
A suggestion to make
residence hall study lounges
soundproof has been sent to
the Office of Residence Halls
and Commuting Student
Services by the Student
Government Association.

■v?v*

Office director Lin Rose was
contacted by Chuck Cunningham, administrative viceSesident of the SGA, to
termine if the idea was
worthy of consideration by
Rose's office.
"It would be worth looking
into to see if noise is actually a
prouem wiuwi the lounges,"
Rose said, adding that the
idea was now in the investigative stages.
"If it's a major problem
we'll try to do something with
it," be added
However,
Rose "noted
whatever steps to be taken
would depend on each study
lounge, as well as the cost.

v

* *ll£
■"•"• study lounges in the
*>rms, for example,
a those in the
area.

The highest priority now in
improving study lounges is
trying to get more adequate
furniture, Rose said.

•SGA—

• :-> « ' 4

(Continued from Page 2)
EIGHT NEW proposals
were presented and sent to
committees.
They
included
recommendations to post all
changes to the SGA bylaws for
one week before they are
voted on, to fund $1,000 to the
Black Student Alliance and
Minority Affairs for a speaker
during Black Awareness
Month, to fund $200 to the
Physics Society for lectures
and field trips, and to request
a map to the College Farm be
Einted in the next student
Ddbook issue.
Also
presented
were
proposals requiring senators
to work four hours in the SGA
used booksale, to form a
subcommittee to review
"undue bias and fallicious
commentary" in The Breeze,
to fund the SGA $1,000 for its
next used booksale in
January, and to recommend a
new path be constructed up to
the Wine-Price building.

W*

JERK

UNIVERSAL PICTURES PRESENTS
AN ASPEN FILM SOCIETY WILLIAM E. McEUEN
DAVID V. PICKER PRODUCTION
A CARL REINER FILM

Why Punf
When You

STEVE MARTIN.

Could Score?

TfiejBfc
«*# ,

BERNADETTE PETERS, CATLIN ADAMS JACKIE MASON
.STEVE MARTIN, CARL GOTTLIEB, MICHAEL ELIAS ;STEVE MARTIN & CARL GOTTLIEB
DAVIDV. PICKER, WILLIAM E. McEUEN CARL REINER «* xj —- ;
RESTRICTED

v I ft y i m

Making derisions abeat
insurance
wit bant
assessing
coverages
and costs is like panting
ea third down.
The
Harley Shewalter In
■■ranee Ag rcy can
help yoa evaluate year
optioni when yoa face a
critical
insurance
decision
for
year
business or home, year
auto or life. Let them
offer you some new
options today.

READ THF WARNER BOOK I « UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Coming For Christmas.
*.'.VMMHn«kVl.««A4 **Mi

■■MHVtl

*vr?

/v. _ 7*1

HARLEY SHOWALTER
INSURACE AGENCY
53 Kenmore Street
Harrisonburg, VA
PHONE: 434-5931
■

■■
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ART
WARS

ciArts CS, People

Departments compete
for design students
By BARBARA MILLER
Rivalries on campus are not
confined to athletic events.
There are also rivalries
between academic departments.
At
Jsmes
Madison
University both the home
economics and art departments teach interior design.
These two departments are in
competition for the same
students, and although they
cooperate with each other,
according to one home
economic major, "The4iome
ec department hates the art
department."
"There's a hostility of
avoidance,"
said
Gary
Chatdaia "It must stem from
competition." Chatelain is an
assistant professor of art and
the instructor of the interior
design program for the art
department. Lou Godley, an
instructor of home economics,
teaches1 in
the
home
»~»~>n> '^j department
.:.. program.
According to
Godley, the only competition
between the departments is
in the students' minds.
Chatelain and Godley have
different approaches to interior design. "Ours is a
professional approach," said
Chatelain. The students in the
art department receive a
bachelor of fine arts degree in
interior design. The home
economics students receive a
home economist degree with a
concentration in interior
design.
"the classes are structured
to prepare the student two
ways," said Chatelain. "First
is a professional portfolio so

the student can compete in the
Job market."
The recent interior design
art show at the HarrisonburgRockingham Historical
Society art gallery featured
pieces from the students'
portfolios. The show has been
moved to Silvertree Gallery in
downtown Harrisonburg. It
will be open for public viewing
during the next two weeks.
THE SECOND part of
Chatelaln's pi.,
rogram pT"^s
the student to lake the ASID
exam. ASID is the American
Society of Interior Designers.
It is one of three national
organizations for interior
designers and is the most
widely recognized.
Chatelain gives the students
specific design problems to
work out in the studio course.
Using a number of artistic
media, including drafting,
rendering and watercolor, the
student must analyze space,
lighting, wiring, architectural
details, and the floor, ceiling
and wall materials before
starting a design.
The students then draw the
solution to the problem a
number of different ways,
including a floor plan, a
perspective,
a
reflective
ceiling plan, and detailed
drawings of cabinets and
other detailed furniture.
The problems Chatelain
assigns are often questions
from national design competitions.
They include
problems about residential
and commercial buildings as
well as specialized designs for

A <u aj>1
BOTH THE art and home economics departments offer interior design programs which
teach students how to execute marketable
private buildings and the
handicapped.
"The problems I give are
very realistic," Chatelain
said.
They have a comprehensive sol|tion.
Th*
students are given as many
details as if they were talking
to a client
Chatelain is a professional
interior designer and a
member of ASID. He holds a
Master of Fine Arts in interior
design. A Master of Fine Arts
is the highest degree given in
interior design, almost the
equivalent of a doctoral
degree,
according
to
Chatelain.
Chatelain has designed the
American Federal Bank at
Valley Mall in Harrisonburg,
several private residences
and the news set for WHSVTV.
THE HOME economics
department uses a different
approach. The students take
Chatelain's courses for the
basics, then receive separate
instruction
for
other
problems, he said. The home
economics department offers
a course in designing for the
handicapped, lighting and
wiring, business practices and
and professional
and practices in
lor design. These con-

floor plans, like this one, a design for a
restaurant completed by art student Dale
Mlnter.

cepts are included in his
studio classes, Chatelain said.
The
home
economics
classes stress the practical
aspects of design more than
theartis^y "I see our degree as
something very adaptable to
what clients need in the real
world," Godley said. "There's a strong emphasis
on the practical, very functional and usable, as well as
the beautiful.
The
home
economics
classes "prepare them for
more job opportunities than
just the artistic aspect." said
Godley. "It prepares them to
open their own business or be
more valuable to an employer
because they can run a
business.
"So many people with artistic ability go bankrupt
because they can't run a
business," she said.
ALTHOUGH the home
economics students take the
art courses, the art students
are not required to take the
home economics classes.
"Without
their
(art)
courses, our students would
definitely not be prepared,"
Godley said. Godley also said
she wished more students
would
take
the
home

economics classes.
Home economics students in
the professional procedures
and practices course design a
room for a real client. People
of tf"\ jommurrity volunteer to
act as a client for the students.
The student must choose real
materials and keep within a
budget while still satisfying
the client's needs.
Godley holds a master of
housing degree. Housing is a
broader degree than interior
design, although she took
many interior design classes.
Both departments stress
professional quality work. "I
don't allow; any floor plan to
come out ««;"'„: high
quality; that couldn't be sold
on the market," Godley said.
One
major
difference
between the two departments
is requirements of courses
related to majors. The art
students take mostly art
courses, while the home
economics students must
complete core courses including family relations, foods
and clothing classes.
Even with the extra classes,
Godley feels the students have
a proper education in interior
design. "When they finish my
degree, they should be
prepared to take (the ASID
exam)," she said.
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The Kids Are Alright is all right
quietly fingering his bass, and
By BOBBY GIRARDI
acts like he doesn't know
Well I don't need to fight
To prove I'm right
anybody on stage.
But then there are few rod
It's
only
teenage
groups like The Who —and
wasteland...
for all those who are even
So let's get together before
vaguely interested in rock and
we get suck older
-THE WHO
want to see it in its purest
form, The Who's latest movie
There are few sights in the
"The Kids Are Alright" has it
music world to equal Pete
aD. "The Kids Are Alright"
Townshend smashing his
sees The Who through their
guitar through his amplifier,
rock and roll development
bouncing it up and down on the
from thin ties and thin lapels
floor several times and then
to long hair and drugs, in a
hurtling the pieces out into a
musical documentary-style
screaming audience; (here
survey of 15 years of Who and
are few sights to equal
rock history.
Keith Moon kicking holes in
Through rare film footage
his drum set, crashing over
amps in a cloud of smoke, and
tossing the drums into the
crowd; while Roger Daltrey
swings his mike in 15-foot arcs rKtuen; lutf.t wi KcXtj-rU an./
anfjohn Entwhistle stands by

which includes Woodstock, the
Smothers Brothers, and the
Rolling Stones Rock and Roll
Circus, "The Kids Are
Alright"
presents
a
fascinating portrayal not only
of the transformation of one
group, but of rock as a whole.

which grows from its humble
beginnings as a music appreciated mostly by rowdy
teenagers to a major form of
expression.
Because "The Kids Are
Alright" does not limit itself to
a mere visual presentation of
a concert, like Neil Young's
"Rust Never Sleeps" and The
Band's "The Last Waltz," and
attempts a synthesis of The
Who's musical styles, it easily
earns a place among the very
best of rock films. The film
rises above the concert format
to make a definite statement
about The Who and rock in
general, while capturing the

..........

vital spirit of the group in a
series of candid interviews.
THE WHO sprang from the
"mod" movement of the early
80 s in Britain that gave birth
to the rock supergroups of the
first British Invasion—The
Rolling Stones and the
Beatles. It was The Who,
however, that truly embodies
this movement and is perhaps
to this day the only group that
has retained a bit of its flavor.
In fact, the mod ethic of
"decent survival under any
circumstances," that
originated with the British
lower class youth, is still cited
by The Who as one of their
prime motivating factors.
"We were only British kids,
that's all we were," said

•MMM'rt&WM^W^
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Bluesmasters from Texas
entertain 'Bow Room crowd
By KEVIN CROWLEY
Among the smaller ads hanging from the
Elbow Room's walls Nov. 20, the poster advertising the Thanksgiving Special stuck out
like a Donna Summer song on the Bow Room
jukebox.
The Cobras and Double Trouble from
Austin.Texas were appearing and the sign
claimed, "If you like The Nighthawks and The
Allstars then these guys will blow you away."
Better than the Nighthawks or the Allstars?
For any area blues fan Who knows the music
of the Allstars and the legend of the
Nighthawks this claim seemed a bit overwhelming.
ECONOMICALLY the hype worked. The
Elbow Room was crowded. Musically, though,
the Texas bands fell just short of a full fledged
"blow-away."
Double Trouble opened the evening's
musical marathon with three hard-core Tnstrumentals. Drummer Chris Layton and
bassist Jack Newhouse backed guitarist Stevie
Vaughan as Vaughan plowed through seven
straight songs, stopping only to mutter a
"thank you" after each round of applause.
Double Trouble never
really established a
rapport with the
audience, which
often removed the
._ audience from
the band.

-—Artfile

^

Husband, But Please Don't Mess With My
Man" (now there's a title you have to like), but
excelled on an old Jimmy Reed selection, "I'll
Change My Style."
Vaughan earned showman of the year honors
on the next song, "Scratch My Back," when he
nonchalantly swung his guitar and cranked out
a two-minute lead with perfect precision.
DOUBLE TROUBLE is Stevie Vaughan.
And Vaughan's very tired or very bored attitude carried over to the other band members
and, eventually, out to the audience. The
second set varied little from the first, and when
their time was up, Double Trouble seemed
anxious to punch out and go home. .
The Cobras, on the other hand, came to play.
And play they did. For nearly an hour and 45
minutes the Cobras played a continuous bigband, blues, reggae sound in a show of energy
not likely to be repeated soon.
Formed by drummer Rodney Craig, the sixman outfit included bassist Larry Lange,
guitarist Dennis Freeman, vocalist Larry
Wheels and a horn section comprised of Paul
Constantine on trumpet and Joseph Serbilett
on saxaphone.
The group opened with an original instrumental entitled, appropriately enough,
"Can Opener'' and established a very polished,
very classy mood due in part to the brass
section.
Wheels came on stage to sing "I Only Have
Love For You," but because of problems with
his microphone k:" voice never left the stage,.
and although an adjustment later
improved the sound slightly, the
audience was definitely cheated
out of a dynamic talent.

jt -< ~
A BABY DOLL voice
characterizes Loa Ann
Barton, vocalist for Doable
Trouble in nostalgic 50s garb.
Behind her, Stevie Vaughan plays
power chords during last week's
Elbow Room performance.

CRAZINESS

characterizes

Andy

Black's work.

Black humor
By BARBARA MILLER
Work by James Madison University senior Andy
Black is currently featured in Artworks Gallery at
Zirkle House.
Black's show, the last in Artworks this semester, runs
until Dec.8.
Black's work includes strong elements of humor. "I
like gut reaction art" Black said. "I like a sense of
playfulness and humor. I'm serious about my art, but I
definitely include humor.''
Black has an amazing line of credits behind his name.
His work has been displayed in Chrysalis, JMU's art and
literary magazine, and in about 10 different art shows.
Black had one photograph in "Exposure Times Three,''
a photography show hosted by JMU but open to
photographers from the East Coast. Black also had
work exhibited in a show in Blacksburg, Va , which was
open to artists from Virginia. This is his first one-man
show..
BLACK said he doesn't have a specific formula for
creating a picture, but he likes to work with a central
theme. "Recently, my family moved to Kansas. And I
really don't like Kansas. I use Kansas or shapes of
states or maps as a starting point" Black said. Four of
the prints in the show include Kansas as a focal point
There are also two prints from a series based on
Nacho Cheese in the show.
Black is an art mater concentrating in printing, but he
works with many different media. One work in the show
is a book of photographs called Echo, which was
"originally an assignment for a photography class. I'd
been interested in multiple images, so I decided to use
two photos on each page that had some relation to each
other," Black said. One example of tins is a page with a
photograph of a fan-shaped palm branch with the leaves
radiating out in a circle, next to a photograph of the
/Spokes of an umbrella.
Black has been interested in art since elementary
school. "Drawing cartoons and stuff was always a
hobby for me," he said. "I got even more interested in
high school and decided it was the only thing for me to
do."

State of the arts
The annual James Madison University faculty art
exhibition is currently on display in the Sawhill Gallery
at JMU's Duke Tine Arts Center.
The exhibition, which is scheduled to run through Dec.
14, features mixed media works.
Because I sat up front, I did
catch bits of Wheels' excellent
range, but it was Wheels' stage
presence more than his range, which
added to the group effort. Wheels banged his
tambourine and boogied all aver the small
space he was allowed on the crowded stage.
Actually, the band was so tight no individual
excelled, but Craig was obiously the ring
leader and his vocals and drumming solosespecially during Chuck Berry's "Baby DoU"~
were probably the individual high points of the
show.
The variance provided by the Cobras is what
makes them so unique, throughout the night
they touched upon nearly every musical style
that could be played in a club.
"Blow Joe, Blow" was be -bop. "One More
Night," another original, was swing. "Deo,
Iko" was strictly reggae. "Pink Champagne,"
with its harmonic group vocals, could be
classified as New Orleans jazz.
For their first encore the Cobras blazed
through "Harlem Shuffle," which was exactly
that-a fast paced shuffle with a congo backbeat.
After their second encore, the Cobras packed
it up, but not before promising to return. The
Cobras have a live album due out in March,
and if the producers managed to capture any of
the energetic essence of a Cobras performar
nation

PN>to by GIMMI Pttty

Vaughan was an exceptional guitarist and
during each number he climbed all over the
neck of his guitar, which along with the bass
looked like it had seen its share of abuse and
made the chords scream.
Most of Vaughan's solos included the
traditional chords and riffs, but his technique
and pure volume were overpowering. The
sound, in fact, nearly ripped ears off, but the
equipment was flawless and perfectly clear.
Vaughan's tour de force, bis fightening-quick
riffs, were highlighted on "Lovesick Baby."
one of the few Double Trouble originals of the
set
AFTER Vaughan's show ended, the band
introduced Lou Ann Barton, a vocalist with a
baby doll voice who looked like she has just
stepped out of a time warp.
Barton, dressed in a skin tight, black kneelength dress, complemented by a leopard skin
belt, scarf and purse, looked a loose woman of
the 50s.
Her soft, bluesy vocals offset Vaughan's
shrill leads and her soft-shoe shuffle between
lyrics added to the comic effect of her whole
Bartim opened1 with! "You Can Fool With My

Opera Workshop
The James Madison University Opera Workshop will
perform two contemporary operas as its fall presentation tonight at 8 p.m. in the Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre
of the Dukes Fine Arts Center.
The first opera is "The Jumping Frog of Calaveras
County" by Luke FOBS, and is based on the Mark Twain
short story. It was first performed in i960.
"Sweet Betsy from Pike" by Mark Bucci is the second
opera. A western opera, it is loosely based on the folk
song of the same name and was first performed in 1968.
The opera workshop, under the direction of Dr. John
A. Little, assistant professor of music at JMU, is a music
department ensemble devoted to the educational
development of music theater. It teaches music theater
technique through performance.
The presentation is free.

Community concerts
A former James Madison University student will
perform when Valley Community Concerts brings the
Richard Thomas Theatre Ballet to Harrisonburg.
Norman Leight Catlett, Jr., a dancer with the JMU
Theater four years ago, will appear when the Richmond
Ballet visits Harrisonburg in March
Tomorrow is the last day to purchase tickets, which
may be obtained through Valley Community Concerts.
Membership prices are $14.00 for adults and 17.00 for
students.
, Call 434-9859 for information.
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everything that's new in
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saving right now with
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Stielper: facts can't be ignored
JMU's star center owns six individual school records
By DENNIS SMITH
When June* Madison University's
■enter center Steve Stielper talks
about bis illustrious college basketball career, be ignors all his individual honors and concentrate! on
team goals.
"I don't like to talk about my individual goals and achievements/'
said the Dukes' 6'8", 210-pound team
captain. "I'm more concerned about
bow the team has progressed and how
we'll play this year.
"We've got a tot of good young ball
eivers and they Just simply play
rder than ihe players did in my
freshman and sophomore years,
because there faster and better
jumpers. We're going to have a good
team thiseeacr ~ **d I want us to be
able to compete well against the
major schools.
"I really think we can stay with all
rf the major teams I think were going
to set better and better this year and
in future years."
BUT,
THE
FACTS
and
achievements can't be ignored.
Stielper owns school records in seven
of U single-season statistical
categories, and he's almost a sure
shot to break at least two career
records before be leaves.
Stielper set single-season marks in
points (068), average (25.7), field
goals made (253), field goal percentage (50.8), free throws made
(162), free throws attempted (213)
and rebounds (279). .
He needs just lift rebounds to top
Pat Dosh's career rerjouhd mark of
821 and just 418 points to break
Sherman Dillard's scoring record of
2,065. When you compare the difference in the caliber of the opposition
he achieved his records against and
the what the others set their record
against, the marks become even more
impressive.''
The facts also reveal most people
involved with the Dukes' program
point to Stiepler as one of the main
foundations in the construction of the
program. Possibly only Sherman

"Steve had an unbelievable
season," said Campanelli. "He did
everything we-asked of him and more.
Steve Stielper is the best offensive big
man in the state of Virginia and one of
the finest players in the country."

'Steve hat given this entire program respectabilty.'
Dillard and Pat Dosh could have
meant as much in JMU's 10-year
basketball history.
"STEVE HAS GIVEN this entire
program respectablity," said the
Dukes' head coach Lou Campanelli.
"He's gone up against the best teams
and big men in the state and played
very well. There's no question he's
one of the main building stones in the
development of our program."
Stielper fit in the Dukes' program
from the very start of his career.
During his freshman year, Stiepler
showed just how important he would
be to JMU by filling more than
adequately the gap left by AllAmerica Sherman Dillard, who
missed the entire season with a
broken bone in his foot Stielper
produced 20.9 scaring average and
10.7 rebounding mark.
Also, he was selected JMU's most
valuable player, an Honorable
Mention to Basketball Weekly's AllFreshmen Team and an Honorable
Mention to the same magazine's AllSouth Squad.
HE DIDN'T STOP that year.
During his junior year, he ranked 10th
in the nation in scoring (25.7 points a
game), and he is only one of seven
senior in the nation to have a 20-point
or better career-scoring average.

But, Stiepler achieved his greatest
feat this summer when he was
selected as a member of the East
Coast Athletic Conference's All-Star
team which traveled to Yugoslavia.
He finished as the tour with the team's
third highest scoring average (15.5).
More importantly, he gain res
from the rest of the ECAC, incl
the all-star team's coach
Weinhauer from the University of
Pennsylvania.
"Steve did a great job for us,"
Weinhauer said. "He banged like the
devil off the boards and played hard
both offensely and defensely. Nobody
played harder on the trip than he
did."
Stielper is a complete offensive
player. He can muscle inside to points
and rebounds, and he can shot bullets
from the outside.
If an opponent defenses him with a
bigger man, Stielper simply goes
outside and fires. If an opponent tries
to stop him with a smaller and quicker
play, the center just posts low and
uses bis bulk to score on layups.
He scored 51 points against
Robert Morris College's smaller team
last season. In contrast, Stiepler hit
for 27 against a taller University of
Virginia squad and tallied of 25 and 30
against an even taller Virginia
Commonwealth University team.

Ptwto by David Johnson

'He banged like the devil off the board;..'

ALL THIS ISN'T bad for a player
who was recruited by very few
colleges, until nearly the end of the
recruiting season.
"Steve showed up a lot of people
that thought he was to slow and
couldn't jump," Campanelli said.
"He's knows how to use his body well,
and he's not afraid to mix it up with
bigger centers."
Campanelli has used the term
"sleeper" to describe Stielper in the
past It hard to believe colleges could
overlook a player who lead the state of

Maryland in scoring with a 33-point
average to go along with 17 rebounds
a game during his senior year at
Andover High School.
"We recruited Steve throughout bis
senior year in high school and some
larger schools tried to get involved at
the end of the year," Campanelli said.
"We had been there all year long and
Steve appreciated that fact"
Certainly, JMU's followers appreciates the fact that Stiepler
decided to provide the Dukes with his
talents ana a horde of new records.
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'D.C. Connection supplies Hanrahan, Railey
Holy Cross High teammates prosper at JMU
By TIM HALL
In the early 1970's Frank
McGuire formed the "New
York Connection," a practice
of bringing top players such as
John Roche, Tom Owens, and
Kevin Joyce down south to
play basketball.
Betty Jaynes, coach of the
James Madison University
Duchesses's, has started a
similar practice, but she
concentrates on one particular Washington D.C.
school—Holy Cross Academy,
which has provided three
members of this year's squad.
Freshman Lori Marsden is
the newest member of the
group, but two "old hands"
are Cathy Hanrahan and
Kathy Railey.
Hanrahan, a former high
school All-America, is one of
the most versatile members of
this year's team. Although
listed as a guard, the 5'9"
junior also swings to the
rontcourt on occasion for
added rebounding strength.
"I never played inside until
last year," Hanrahan
said.
"But we ***u *-twojguapi,
three-post offense aixiCoach
Jaynes decided I could help
out more by being able to play
both inside and outside."
Railey, on the other hand is
strictly an inside performer
much like her brother Jack, a
former standout for the men's
team. The 5'U" junior performed die "sixth man" role
for the Duchesses her freshman season, but last year she
moved into a starting slot,
where sh%also performs this
year.

Despite appearing as if they
were a "package deal," bora
Hanrahan and Railey insist
they made the decision to
attend JMU on their owa

and 11 against a physical
squad from Eastern Kentucky. That size difference
may be par for the course for
the rest fo the season, according to Railey.
"It was totally an in"Most of the other teams
dependent decision for both of
will be bigger than us," Railey
us." Hanrahan said. "We
said. "We never even get to
practice against anyone big so
visited and decided on our own
we are at a real disadvantage
to come here."
physically."
According to Railey, even
As for as in-state comher brother didn't play a big
petition goes, both players
role in her decision to play
realize that Old Dominion is
here.
definitely the class" of the
"Jack never really asked
state. The defending national
me to come here," Railey
champions have eight seniors
said. "When I came down to
on the squad, including Allvisit my senior year of high
American Nancy Lieberman,
school he introduced me to
and top newcomer 6'8" freshcoach Jaynes, but that was
man Anne Donovan. But they
about as far as it went. I
aren't the only team in the
really liked it when I came
state, according to both
down, so I decided to come to
Hanrahan and Railey.
school here. Plus, Jack and I
"I look for Virginia and
are really close so it was very
Virginia Tech to be very
nice having a big brother at
strong," Hanarahan said.
school with me."
"We beat UVa. last year but
Both players said they were
they
have
improved
pleased with the team's
tremendously this year, and
performance in the seasonTech had a good recruiting
opening Tip-Off Tournament.
season. We will be up there
"I thought the team played
with them, though."
very well as a whole,
Railey echoed her teamespecially considering it was
mate
sentiments. "Both UVa.
the first game of the season,"
and Tech will be very good. I
Hanrahan stated, "I wasn't
am really looking forward to a
too pleased with my own
good season for our team, and
performance Saturday night
I think we can compete with
(against Eastern Kentucky)
theM."
but overall we did well,"
Fan support during the
"I thought we did very well
tournament here was exin the tournament," Railey
cellent but still not perfect, the
said. "Of course we wanted to
players said.
win but we played well."
"The whole squad was
Railey was one of the
really
pleased with the turDuchesses's top offensive
ntay'erTln" the"'tournament--^ '«•«•• #»«*, but we
Sfra 27 points against WestJr^- ™*™ more fans,"
Hanrahan stated.
Virginia in te Friday night win
Maybe next year Coach
Jaynes will import some of te
fans from Holy Cross also.
She has had pretty good
success with their players.

Photo by David

RAILEY is the only experienced
inside player of the Duchesses.
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Tires
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If you like tires that give great handling, great looks, and long mileage, then
BFGoodrich has the tires fo?7ou:
We make tires to cover the broad spectrum of the American automotive
scene. From race proven, Baja-beating 1/A* Radiate and higrVcuality Belteds
to economical, factory inspected retreads, dll our tires are designed and
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And of course we back up our products with a complete Tire Center service
facility to help your vehicle stay in top shape.
We're prepared to handle your total tire and service needs with the
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leader... and it's what you get from
BFGoodrich.
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Young players fill gaps fo\
New-look Dukes may be up to tough test
It's almost a shame."
Although Campanelli won't

By DENNIS SMITH
The Dukes are stronger,
taller and quicker than ever,
but the James Madison
University's head coach Lou
Campanelli won't make any
promises.
"It's all relevant," said
Campanelli."We get better
athletes and the schedule is
made just that much tougher.

Dukes, but three other starters from last year's team and
a horde of talented rookies
will be wearing purple and
gold.
Not only did the Dukes get
new uniforms, but they got
new players to fill them. Five
freshmen and a redshirted
sophomore add to this year's
team. Three of the rookies are
6'8" and others are competing
hard for time at the guard
positions.
Stielper was the top scorer
in the state last year with a
25.7 average. He can post low
or move outside with equal
effectiveness. Stielper will
again be looked to tor many
points.

brag much about his team, he
may very well have the right
too, despite having a schedule
that includes Ola Dominion,
Virginia
Commonwealth,
Virginia Tech and Richmond.
Not only is the nation's tenth
leading scorer Steve .Stielper
returning for the new-look

"Up*

rebounds a contest, while
filling in for Shoulders.
JMU's backcourt is young,
but
not
inexpereinced.
Sophomores Lin ton Townes
and Jeff Inman will return to
their starting shooting guard
and point guard positions.

We re going to be pretty deep this year.

LV

^-ft

He averaged 5.5 points and
5.1 rebounds on a team that
had JMU's top three all-time
leading scorers.
Although
Blackmon
is
considered small for his
strong forward postion, he
makes up for it with muscle
and positioning, according to
Campanelli
Last
season
Blackmon scored an average
of 7.4 points and grabbed 4.5

"There's no question in my
mind that Steve Stiepler is the
besLoffensive big man in the
state," said Campanelli. "He
can do anything we ask of him
and more."
The 6'8" team captain owns
seven
individual
school
record. He will be joined by
returning starters 6*6" Tyrone
Shoulder and 6'4" Steve
Blackmon on the Dukes' front
line.
.
Shoulders missed most of
last season with an ankle
injuries, but still averaged 6.7
points a game. But, he seems
to have forgotten about last
year. He has been one of the
hottest players during preseason training.
"Tyrone has been playing
very well," said Campanelli
"He seems to have completely
recovered, and he's back to
the form he was in during his
very successful freshman
season."

.

Townes is the Dukes' best
outside shooter, and at 6'6" he
is a factor on the boards as
well. As a freshman, Townes
averaged 11.6 points and 4.2

Ruland is a strong 6'8", 230pounder who will help take
some of the pressure off
Stielper
inside.
Ruland
average 23 points and 10
rebounds last year at Fork
Union Military Academy.
Six-foot-l" Fisher is a quick
guard with a touch from
outside. He will see a great
deal time at the point guard
spot, according to Campanelli. He scored 19.5 points a
game last year of Northampton High School.
Dupont is a smart player,
according to Campanelli. "He
is always where he's suppose
to be, and he know the game
very well," said the coach."
The 6'3" guard averaged
18.8 points a game while
leading Page Senior High
School to the Group AAAA
State Championship.
Six-foot-3
junior
Chip
Rosenberg, 6'3" senior Jeff
Cross and 6'4" sophomore
Rick Williams will also see
action at the guard spots.
Freshmen Bob Donohoe and
Jeff Bryant are both 6'8", but
lack the bulk of Stielper or
Ruland. They are a year away
from making major contibutions,
according
to
Campanelli.

p
Av

1

Li

rebounds a game. He will play
both guard and forward this
year.'"
-"Linton was the shooting
guard we needed last year,"
Campanelli said. "Like look
for him to have even a higher
average this year.
Inman started of and on last
season. The 6'2", 179-pounder
showed tremendous poise last
season, when he filled in the
rting lineup, according to
mpanelli.
However, the difference in
this year's team is the Dukes'
fine bench. Three freshmen
will see plenty of action.
Dan Ruland, Charles Fisher
and David Dupont are among
the team's top eight players.

Photo by David Johnson

Duke* fight for ball against VCU
MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

MEN'S BASKETBALL ROSTER
Mime
ftUckmon, Steve**
Bryant, Jeff
Cross, Jeff***
Donohoe, Bob
Dupont, David
Fisher, Charles
Inman, Jeff*
Rosenberg, Chip**
Ruland, Dan
Shoulders, Tyrone**
Stielper, Steve***
Townes, Linton*
WUttsms, Rick

.

F

Jr

Ht
6'4**

C
G
F
G

Fr.

6V

Sr.
Fr.
Fr.

6'3"
6*8"
6'3W

G
G

Fr.
So.

G
OF

6T
67-

Jr.
Fr.

F
F-C

Jr.
Sr.

F-G
F-G

So.
So.

6*3"
6I8"
6*6M
6*8"
6'6"
6'4M

to.

.

_

206
174
183

m

174
167
179
177
231
193
225
18S
184

Dec. l
Dec. 3
Dec. 7-8
Dec. IS
Dec. 16
Dec. 20
Jan. 3
Jan. 5
Jan. 7
Jan. 10
Jan. 12
Jan. 14
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 21
Jan. 26
Jan. 29
Jan. 31
Feb. 5
Feb. 9
Feb. 13
- Feb. 16
Feb. 18
Feb. 20

lF?b,23

Southeastern University
George Mason University
James Madison University Invitational
Tournament
East Carolina University
University of North Carolina - Wilmington
Virginia Commonwealth University
University of North Carolina - Ashcviile
Campbell University
Towson State University
Liberty Baptist College
Virginia Commonwealth University
East Carolina University
University of Richmond
Towson State University
University of North Carolina - Wilmington
George Mason University
Old Dominion University
Baptist College
William and Mary
Old Dominion University
Virginia Tech
William and Mary
Campbell University
St. Francis College (Pa.)
—Unittisitv of Baltimore

Home
Fairfax, Va.
Home
Greenville, N.C.
Wilmington. N.C.
Richmond. Va. ,
Home
Raleigh, N.C.
Towson, Md.
Home
Home
Home
Richmond, Va.
Home
Home
Home
Norfolk, Va.
Home
Home
Home
Blacksburg, Va.
Williamsburg, Va.
Home
Home
Baltimore, Md.

Cindy Waddell is JM
I 4 »»**«* * • t *'4
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^oth Dukes and Duchesses
Jaynes rebuilds Duchesses
'ire
•t

able
\

le.

By DAVID PARKER
The term "a rebuilding
year" is often an easy way out
for a team with less than
outstanding prospects for
upcoming season.
But in the case of the James
Madison University women's
basketball, the statement is
entirely true. The Duchesses
lost four starters from last
season's 20-7 squad, including
All-State
center
Mendy
Childress.
Young,
inexperienced
players will comprise the
starting lineup for JMU
throughout the 1979-80 season.
"Our goal is to win 500
percent of our games or
better," said the Duchesses's
head coach Betty Jaynes. "I
know that is just an average
goal, but I'd like to see that
appen.
Before Wednesday night's
game
against American
University, JMU possessed
just that, with a l-l record.
The Duchesses beat West
■Virginia, 69-61, in the opening
round of the JMU Tip-Off
Tournament
held
two
weekends ago. But, Eastern
Kentucky
even
the
Duchesses's record by handing them a 55-48 loss in the
tourney's final.

wne*

averaged nine point*, and six
rebounds a game as a frosh
with the Bucs.
Contending for the other
starting position has been
juniors 5'7 Kathy Turner and
5'9" Anne Sonoga.
Sonoga has turned out to be
a pleasant surprise for the
Duchesses. After two years on
the junior varsity team, she
has developed into oqe of
JMU's top offensive threats.
In the Tip-Off tournament,
Sonoga was named to the AllTourney team after collecting
20 points in the final game
against the Colonels and 16
against the Mountaineers.
"She drives welU—* -*-'
rebound well," said Jaynes.
"And she has turned out to be
an excellent scorer. I'd like to
be able to depend on her for
the rest of the season."
The Duchesses have good
depth from returning guards
5'7" Karen Turner and 5'8"

"OUR BIGGEST problem is
whether we can bring the
players along to the point
where they can work together
as a unit on the court, said
Jaynes. "We're starting from
the ground up and it will take
time and playing experience
to become successful."
Of the Duchesses's 13member squad, seven are
newcomers, including four
freshmen. Only three experienced players return to
this year's team.
Cindy
WaddeU,
the
Duchesses's only returning
starter, is the only senior on
the squad. Last season the
5*6" guard averaged six points
and three rebounds a game
from her point guard spot.
This season WaddeU has been
moved to a wing spot, where
her outside shooting ability is
expected to be more of a
threat

'Our goal i* to win 500 percent
of our garnet or better.'
Forward Kathy Railey is
JMU's only inside player
returning. The 5'H" junior
has been call"' en to help fill
the gap left b « graduation
of Childress and forward
Kathy
Peters.
Railey
averaged five points and four
rebounds a game last season.
Railey was one of two
Duchesses to be named to the
JMU Tip-Off All-Tourney
team. She hit for 27 points
against West Virginia and 11
against Eastern Kentucky.
. .CATHY HANRAHAN is the
other pl^vor.with -eYoerience
on The team. Tne 5'91' junior
has filled the other guard slot
for the Duchesses. Last
season she averaged nearly
eight points and seven
rebounds a game.
Six-foot-one transfer Donna
Firebuagh has moved into the
center spot. The former East
Tennessee
State center

Melissa Trowbridge. Neither
lettered because they had
limited action last year, but
both are expected to play
major roles this year.
..ALSO. 5'10" FROSH forward Lori Marsden, a high
school teammate of both
Railey and Hanrahan at Holy
Cross in Rockville, Md., is
also expected to contibute.
"I'm not sure how the
players will respond," said
Jaynes. "They are super
inexperienced, and it will take
time for the players to gain
the necessary esperience."
With so many new faces,
and only one returning starter
it is obvious this will indeed be
a rebuilding and maturing
year for JMU. Nine players
are presently battling for
starting roles.
Prehaps Jaynes summed it
up best "At times we could be
dynamite, but then again at
times we might not."

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL ROSTER
No.

Name

Pot.

Class

13
44
LI
32
IS
10
|43
12
123
14
122
24
21

Baumgardner, Judy
Firebaugh, Donna
Grice, Barrie
Hanrahan, Cathy
Kay, Sandy
Marsden, Lori
Meadows, Deana
Ra4ky, Kathy
Sonoga, Anne
Trowbridge, Melissa
Turner, Karen
Turner, Kathy
WaddeU, Cindy

G
C
G
G
G
F
C
F
F
G
G
G
G

Fr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.

i returning starter.
. —'.
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Hanrahan tire* against ODD.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

Ht.
5'6
'6"

NoV |&.|7

6M

5'2"
5*9"

5'4"

Nov. 28
Nov. 30Dec. I

5'10

6*
5*11

5'9"
5'8"

57"
5'7"
5'6"

Dec. 4
Dee. 7
Ian. 2
M 4
an. 5
an. 11-12
Jan. 17
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Ian. 26
Ian. 29
lob. 7
lob. 9
lob. 13
leb. 18
eb- 20

Ho

James Madison University Tip-Off Tournament
me
lastcrn Kentucky University
University of North Carolina
West Virginia University
James Madison University
American University
Home
Salisbury State College Invitational Tournament
Away
Delaware State College
(icorgetown University
James Madison University ,.;.-', '
Salisbury State College
University of Charleston
Home
I ast Carolina University
Away
University of Central I lorida
Away
Honda Southern C«4lcgc
Away
University of South I lorida
Away
(Vmson University Invitational Tournament
Away
Virginia State University*
Away
Lorigwood College '
Horn.
Virginia Union University*
Home
Norfolk Stale University*
A\va>
Virginia Tech*
Home
Old Dominion University*
Home
William and MaryAway
K.uliord University
Home
last Tennessee State University
Away
University of Virginia*
_Mav_

"^
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Rookies add new
9
dimension to men s
basketball squad
and two of two field throws during the
Portuguese game.
By DAVr' TEEL
Six rook.es add new dimensions to'
the James Madison University men's
basketball team. Of the newcomers,
the coaching staff believes three are
capable of immediately making the
transition from high school to major
college competition.
Charles Fisher, a 6'1" point guard
from Cape Charles, Virginia, is one of
the freshmen the Dukes' head coach
Lou Campanelli plans to integrate
into his rotation of top eight players,
Fisher brings a degree of speed and
quickness to the point that the Dukes
have lacked in the past.
In the exhibition game against the
Portugese Nationals, Fisher ran the
fast break well but showed a tendancy
to reach on defense, thus committing
several fouls. Campanelli discounts
this because he wants Fisher to be
aggressive.
"To get steals," said Campanelli,
"you have to gamble and be
aggressive and invariably fouls will
be committed."
Fisher hit five of seven floor shots

IN HIS ROTATION scheme,
Campanelli said he will substitute by
the clock, allowing the starting unit to
run for a set amount of time and than
substitute. Fisher will be sharing the
point guard duties with returning
starter sophomore Jeff Inman.
Perhaps the most impressive
performance by a freshmen in the
Portugese game was turned in by
David Dupont. He demonstrated a
good outside touch along with good
court sense during his stint on the
floor.
,
.,,
"I'm telling you, Dupont is good,
said the Dukes' team captain Steve
Stielper. "He's a very smart player
and he's always awake on the court. I
think he's going to make a big contribution."
At 6'3", 170-pounds, Dupont lacks
Fishers sheer speed but compensates
for it with his intelligent play. The
players on the team have likened him
to former Duke University guard Jim
Spanarkle, because of the heady play
he has exhibited thus far.
Dupont scored six points and
grabbed four rebounds from his tall
guard position against the Portuguese
Nationals.
Campanelli believes Dupont will be
included in the top rotation of players.
"Dave is a finesse player,' Campanelli said, "He's smart and fundamentally sound."
Duponfs high school credentials
are outstanding. He was Most
Valuable Player in the North Carolina
4-A State Tournament while leading
Page High School to the state
championship his senior season.
THE THIRD FRESHMEN expected
to be an integral part of the 1979-80
Dukes is center-forward Dan Ruland.
Of all the newcomers, the 6'8", 230-

4

If a freshman it
ready for the fire,
thrown him in it.'
pound Ruland is the closest to
becoming a starter.
"Dan is the power forward we've
been looking for," Campanelli said.
Ruland prepped last year at Fork
Union Academy after starring at
Annapolis High School.
"He's a legitimate major college
strong forward," said Stielper. "He's
very strong, and can move around the
basket very well. He's got a nice jump
hook and a power layup."

1 V.

tm. ■;■

V

Photo bv Gltnn Patty

RULAND is a power forwardcenter. He will take some of the
rebounding pressure off Stielper.

Photo by GUnn P«tty

FROSH DUPONT is a "heady"
guard that will contribute right away
for the Dukes.

Ruland suffered back spasms and
was taken out of the game in the first
half against the Portugese, but he
returned in the second half to rebound
effectively.
Ruland
hit for seven points and
grabbed a game high 11 rebounds
against the Nationals.
In an intra-squad scrimmage held
at Amherst, Ruland scored 15 points
while collaring 18 rebounds. Ruland is
expected to take some of the inside
work load away from Steve Stielper.
One sophomore player qualifies as a
rookie for the Dukes. Ricky Williams
was redshirted last year after
severely breaking his ankle in the
summer prior to his arrival at JMU
He had a pin surgically inserted to
hold the bone together.
Williams, a 6*4" wing from Oberlin,
Ohio has pleased the coaching staff
with his comeback efforts. "Ricky has
made a remarkable recovery,"
Campanelli said. "And he doesn't
seem to have lost any of his confidence."

The greatest asset that Williams
.has is his shooting ability and
currently he is on the borderline,
fighting for a spot in the top rotation.
CAMPANELLI IS REALISTIC
when analyzing his two other recruits,
Jeff Bryant and Bobby Donohoe. Both
players are 6'8" but lack the bulk of
Ruland or Stielper.
"Both Jeff and Bobby are on yeararound weight programs," Campanelli said. "They are probably a
year away from making major
contributions to the program."
With three freshmen and possibly
one sophomore possessing no college
experience that are expected to
provide such major contributions, one
would wonder if Campanelli has any
reservations about the young makeup of the team.
"I have no problem with starting
freshmen or using them in important
roles off the bench," Campanelli
explained. "We've done it before and
been successful."

Jeff Bryant: 6'8" freshman forward. Needs
to add muscle, one year away from contributing greatly. Averaged 14.5 points and 10.7
rebounds for Amherst County High School.

Charles Fisher: 6'1" freshman guard. Great
quickness and good ball-handling skills. Also
possesses a smooth jumper. Will see action at
point guard.

Bob Donohoe: 6'8" freshman forward. Also
needs to gain strength Averaged 17 points a
game at St. John's High School.

Dan Ruland: 6'8' freshman center. Strong
ball player. Has nice turnaround jumper and
hook. Will contibute-Tight away.

David Dupont: 6'3" freshman guard. Very
heady ball player. Will help greatly at the
swing position this year.

Rick William: 6'4" sophomore. Redshirted
last year, because of broken ankle. Good
jumper shooter. Will see time at shooting
guard spot.

.
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Newcomers
Seven rookies will play major roles.
By CATHY HANKS
The new outnumbers the old
on the 1979-80 Duchesses's
basketball squad.
Four
freshmen,
two
promoted junior
varsity
players and a transfer
comprise over half of the
team. The freshmen are 6'
center Deana Meadows, 5'10"
forward Lori Marsden, 5'4"
guard Sandy Kay and 5'6"
guard Judy Baumgardner.
Six-foot-one center Donna
Firebaugh is the lone transfer,
while 5'9" forward Anne
Sonoga and 5'2" guard Barrie
Grice have been moved up to
varsity after spending last
season on the i.v. team.
After losing four starters to
graduation last year the
Duchesses's were looking for
three inside players to
compensate for the losses.
Marsden,
Meadows,
and
Firebaugh stepped in and
ended the search. All three
have already seen action for'
JMU this season during the
Duchesses's Tip Off Tournament.
. These three, along with
fellow forwards Sonoga and
veteran Kathy Railey, will be
challenged throughout the
season. JMU has eight guards
on the 13-member team, but
what seems like an overload is
actually an advantage according to coach Betty
Jaynes.
"It's a good advantage
because they (the guards) can
go inside as well as out. A
defensive plaver has to play
them two different ways. It
adds a new dimension when
you have players that play
half inside and half outside."

Baumgardner, Kay, and
Grice have seen little or no
playing time so far but should
be seeing some action soon
said Jaynes.
Baumgardner averaged 15.1
points a game during her
senior year in high school
while Kay averaged 16.7.
Grice is competing as a walkon for the point guard position.
Her best asset is outside
shooting, and she averaged

16.3 points per game as a high
school senior.
Jaynes is presently working
on getting a "complementary
group" together which could
be a difficult task this early in
the season with so young a
team. But, Firebaugh and
Sonoga are two pleasant
surprises for the JMU team
this year and could prove to be
very helpful.

Firebaugh played one year
for the Lady Bucs of East
Tennessee and averaged 9.2
points and 5.8 rebounds last
season. She was recruited by
JMU during her senior year of
high school but elected to go to
East Tennessee, where she set
ETSU individual single game
records for rebounds (19) and
free throws (11). She contacted Jaynes last March and

Photo by Glno Bell

Rookie Sonoga was named to Tip-Off All-Tourney Team
Judy Baumgardner: 5'6" freshman guard
from Harrisburg, Pa. Fine ball handler, and
possesses fine passing skills. Average 15.1
points a game during her senior year at
Central Dauphin High School.

told her she decided to
transfer. "It was a lucky
thing for us," said Jaynes.
Although Sonoga played
junior varsity last season
Jaynes considers her a walkon player and a "unique one"
at that.
"Anne is a pleasant surprise," said Jaynes. "She's
done what we didn't expect
her to do.
She's a very
deceptive player. She can
come up with a number of
points and you're shocked.
She's stepping up close to a
starter."
Sonoga averaged 20 points ^_.
and 12 rebounds a game in her
last of high school and twice
earned MVP honors. Marsden
averaged 12.6 points and 6.0
rebounds, while Meadows had
13 points and 15 rebound a
game.
The 1979-80 squad will have
a great deal of depth once thk»
early season problems are
ironed out. All the newcomers
are pulling together and are
eager to gain experience.
"I don't know how much
playing time I'll see," said
Baumgardner.
"I'm just
learning the entire conceptions.
It's hard for a
newcomer until everything
clicks."
I'm just starting out," said
Meadows. "I feel I'm going to
learn a lot. It's much more
structured here than at high
school. We're just starting out
and I'm going to learn all that
I can."
I'm only a freshman," said
Marsden, "but I just hope to
do my best. I want to get some
playing time in and be an
asset to the team."

Average 16.7 points a game at North
Burlington High School.

Lori Marsden: 5'10" freshman forward from
Rockville, Md. Quick for her size. Three-year
starter at Holy Cross High School, where she
Donna Firebaugh: 6'1" sophomore center played with Kathy Railey and Cathy
from Roanoke, Va. Moved into the starting Hanrahan.
center position at JMU. Transfered from East
Deana Meadows: 6'0" freshman center from
Tennessee State where she scored 9.2 points Sea brook, Md. Quick and handles ball well.
and grabbed 5.8 rebounds a game.
Averaged 13 points and 15 rebounds a game at
Duval High School.
Barrie Grice: 5'2" sophomore guard from
Anne Sonoga: 5'9" junior guard from
ockville, Md. Fine outside shooter. Spent last Randallstown, Md. Strong outside shooter and
ar on the junior varsity. She was an All- tough on defense. Spent two years on junior
erica at Woodward High School.
varsity, but is vying for starting spot this
season. Scored 36 points in the two game of the
Sandy Kay: 5'4" freshman guard from JMU Tip-Off Tournament. Was named to the
Columbus, N.J. Good ball handler and shooter. All-Tourney team.

Barrie Grice

Anne Sonoga

jauisoi
Donna Firebaugh

Judy Baumgar dner

Lori Marsden

Sandy Kay

Deana Meadows
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Banging
the boards
I

JMU's starting front line
of Blackmon (left), Shoulders
(below) and Stielper (right)
fight inside in action last year.

Plato by Gl«nn P«rty
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Probation 'slap on Duchesses's wrists'
By DENNIS SMITH
The women's basketball
was placed on probation for a
recruiting violation on October 18 by the Association for
IntercoUiegiate Athletics of
Women (AIAW).
But, the one-year] penalty
amounts to a slap on the wrist
for
the
Duchesses.
Scheduling, recruiting and
post-season play will not be
effected.
James Madison University's only penalty is informing its recruits the
Duchesses have illegally
recruited a player and they
are on probation. One other
stipulation is the AIAW
reserves the right to monitor
JMU's recruiting during this
year.
No other action has been
taken against the Due

Notifying recruits of violation only penalty
The reason for the light
penalty was, in part, due to
JMU reporting itself to the
association.
"We (the AIAW) rely on
schools ' v reporting
themselves," said JMU's director
of women's athletic Theortis
Morrison. "It was a little
embarrassing to admit we
violated a rule, but that's how
our system works. We didn't
do it on purpose, but nevertheless we broke a rule."
The Duchesses gave a
scholarship
to
Donna
Pirebaugh,
a
first-year
transfer player from East
Tennessee State. At the time,
both JMU and Firebaugh did

violated an AIAW law, which
prohibits schools from giving
aid to transfer students in
their first year at a new
university.
Before the rule had been*
changed several years ago,
the Duchesses would have
been
allowed
to
give
Firebaugh a scholarship. Now
athletes are permitted to
participate in their first
season, but they are not
allowed to receive scholarships in their first season.
Once the school learned of
its violation, JMU immediately reported itself to
the AIAW and informed the
6'1" center of the infraction.
The association decided in

place the Duchesses on
probations status for one year.
But, the penalty can hardly be
considered stern.
Also Firebaugh was again
granted a scholarship after
appealing to the AIAW under
the "indivlahalwaiver " rule,
which permits an athlete
under certain circumstances
to receive aid despite the
violation.
If the school is at fault, not
the athlete, most of the time
the association will approve
the appeal.
"The AIAW encourages the
students to apply for individual waivers," Morrison
caul .'ISoJueti

may be hurt because of a
mistake that really isn't her
fault. We (the AIAW) don't
want to hurt the individual
student if at all possible."
Firebaugh approached JMU
and transfered from ETSU
because she would receive a
basketball scholarship.
Financially, she would not
have been able to transfer
without the scholarship.
Thus, the AIAW approved
her application for the individual waiver.
JMU is the second state
school to be place on probation
this year. National champion
Old Dominion received a more
firm penalty because it gave
out to many scholarships last
year. The Lady Monarches
have to cut back the number
of scholarships they give out

Sports
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Sonoga and Railey start off strong
The Breeze's
co-JMU athletes
of the week
By DAVID HERRELL
When you move up from Junior vanity to varsity
in a collegiate sport you expect to go through a
period when you don't play too much.
But thia didn't hold true for women's baaketoaDer
Anne Sonoga, who along with teammate Kathy
Railey, are the Breeze's co-athletes of the week.
When the season began, Sonoga was unsure of the
playing time she would receive. Well; if Last week's
season opening tournament was any indication, she
. canprepare herself for a lot of time on the floor.
L Sonoga didn't start either game but played as
* much or more than any of the starters. She scored
36 points in the two games, which puts her second on
the team in scoring to Railey.
Hailing from Randaustown, the Junior enjoys
being the sixth player. "Really I'd rather come off
tbebench," she said. "You get a bettor perspective
of the game. You can see the weaknesses in your
opponents."

In the opening game victory over West Virginia
University, Sonoga pumped in 16 points and hauled
down 7 rebounds. "I was surprised I did as well as I
did. I'm glad I produced," she continued.
In the finals against Eastern Kentucky, in which
the Duchesses lost, Sonoga fired in a team high 20
points and grabbed eight rebounds.
"Anne iust played super," Railey said. "It's good
to know that we can depend on her, coming off the
bench, if she stays there."
Railey, also a Junior, ism her third year of varsity
competition. She saw extensive playing time her
first two years, including a starting spot most of last
year. This year she will be countedon for leadership
and points.
She gave both of those in this past weeks tournament She provided 38 points in the two games to
go along with 13 rebounds. "I'm really pleased with
my performances," she said. "I Just hope I can
continue with them."
Railey, who is from Chevy Chase, Md., feels this
years team ia going tosurpriae some people. "If we
can continue to play together like we did in the
tournament, we're going to be a lot better than most
people think," she sakT
Railey has grown accustomed to playing on good
basketball teams since she wss in high school. She
was a member of nationally-ranked Holy Cross high
school, which now owns the longest winning streak
for any basketball team, guys or girls, in toe
Washington metropolitan area.
Last year Duchesses were 30-7 and were looking
for a rebuilding year this year, but Railey feels
differently. "The way this team gets along mere ia
no reason why we cant be good," she said. "We
complement each other well and the total team
harmony we have is encouraging.'' For the psr-

'
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RAILEY
formances the two were named to the five player
All-Tournament team. If they keep producing the
way they did last week and get somelwtp from the
rest of the teem, what moat people thought was
going to be a poor season for the Duchesses could
turn into just toe opposite.
_

Successful fall season concludes
See Tuesday's issue for fall recap
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• Fraud
(Continued from Page I)
VIRGINIA, a state
statute prohibits the use of
profane, indecent or lewd
language over the telephone,
according to assistant commonwealth's attorney David
Heilberg. Violation of the
statute constitutes a Class I
* misdemeanor, punishable by
up to one year in jail or a
$1,000 fine. The' state also
maintains a legitimate interest in prohibiting obscene
and harassing telephone calls,
he said, but such cases are
pr jbably handled differently
In each court, depending on

—-

the judge.
Although no case of
fraudulent sex surveys is on
the city records, this case
probably could justify a
hearing before a judge if the
vicitims could identify the call
as harassment, Heilberg said.
The women said they didn't
afeel humiliated by the caller
until they learned he was a
fraud. His questions alone
were not presented profanely,
but participation in the survey
under false pretenses constitutes harrassment, the
women agreed.
"Even the terminology he

IN

used—he used the word
"relations" instead of "sex"—
didn't bother me," one woman
said. "What bothers me is
that
he
misrepresented
himself.
"YOU READ about things
like this all the time and think
'how could anyone be so stupid
to fall for that,'" she said.
"He just sounded so smooth.
He had* everything figured

out, even when I asked him
questions about the survey."
The caller probably had a
written survey and some
professional training to back
up his mannerisms, Baker
said. By hiding behind the
status of a well-known
women's
magazine
and
denying knowledge of the
identity of his subjects, the
caller was successful in

soliciting responses to his
survey, Baker said
Telephone solicitation of
any type should be avoided,
according to Baker. If the
caller is determined to collect
information from an individual, he should be willing
to make personal contact, he
said. "Then the victim will
know it is on the level," Baker
said.
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SPECIAL GUEST

Contemporary & Classic
Women's Fashions

WET WILLIE
&

NANTUCKET
,c-

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 8 PM
TICKETS: M 00 FESTIVAL SEATING
ON 4ALE: CIVIC CENTER BOX OFFICE. HCRONIMUS STORES, AND BLUE
S2SORO«?)FOReiGNEn C/O RQANOKE CIVIC CENTER. P.O. BOX
VM06. ROANOKE. VA 24030 CERTIFIED CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS
ONLY CALL M 1-1201 FOR INFORMATION.

Shop now to look your best for the Holidays
Mon-Tues 10-6
Wed-Sat 10-9
"Fashions for the woman who means business...
even when she's playing"

51 Court Square Village Downtown
434-8009

ROANOKE CIVIC CENTER
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• IV Who
(Continued from Page 10)
Daltrey "We never gave a
crap about the American
dream. . .."
The poster for "The Kids
Are Alright" suggest this
idea: Townshend, Daltrey,
EntwbJstle and Moon all
huddled, asleep, under an
enormous British flag.

The mod ethic, distinctly
British,
permeates
the
group's early appearances on
film. Prom the beginning it
was
modism
with
a
vengeance, to which early
Who trademarked guitarsmashing footage attests.
A
somewhat
Jumbled
progression of film clips, from

THE
BRECKINRIDGE SOUND

GOOD GUYS

Technics On A Budget
SA80 Receiver • SBP1000 Speakers
SH510Stand* Acutexcartridge
Audio Rafftax bolt turntable

399.00

229 North Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia
433-2721

The Who's first appearance on
BBC to Woodstock, then back
again, oddly enough leads
"The Kids Are Alright" a
fluidity that enables the
viewer to spot The Who's
continually changing musical
style but basic retention of the
mod ethic.
ONE OF THE most
rewarding aspects of this film
is its portrayal of the antics of
Townshend and Moon, and if
the film is to believed, the pair
are everything Who fanatics
hold them to be. The incident*
detailed, involving the two are
amazing, indeed. Because of
their penchant for vandalism
(Moon destroyed at least one
motel room and Townshend
several
instruments per
concert), at the end of their
first American tour, The Who
actually came out owing 75
pounds.
The violent tendencies of
The Who, according to
Townshend, started when they
were still an unknown band in
the early 80s. One evening,
Townshend accidently
smashed the neck of his guitar
into the roof of the club they
were playing, and then,
because he received little
response from the audience,
smashed the rest of it He has
been smashing equip.nent
ever since.
At first, the violence and
guitar-smashing
was
a
method of survival, Townshend admitted. No one would
come to see the group unless
they had a gimmick. But that
violence eventually became'

the group's trademark.
"How did you nuuage to
financially support yourself?"
asks an interviewer of
Townshend, referring to one
week in 1964 when The Who
earned 365 pounds in concert
and accumulated 2,000 pounds
in expenses.
"I stole guitars," Townshend answered. "I used to
run into music shops, grab
guitars off the wall, yell Til
Siy you for this next week,
uv'nor,' and run out."
One is inclined to believe
him.
THE INTERVIEWS with
Keith Moon are perhaps the
most lunatic excerpts of the
film. "I Just don't understand

Beatles and the Stones. But
things set old and even
legends die. By Townshend's
own admission, The Who "Just
can't keep this up forever."
And now, after the death of
Keith Moon, the group faces
an even more uncertain
future.
The Who's film is a valuable
record of an era and a spirit
that is dying out, the spirit of
irresponsible youth thumbing
its nose at the establishment.
The Who for a while
represented this spirit which
is the heart of rock, the spirit
of youth enchained, youth
rebelling against the society it
felt betrayed by. Townshend's
violence was the epitomy of

'Things get old and even legends die"
this image of me as some kind
of a monster," Moon says as
be is strapped down, zipped
into a leather mask and a halfnaked girl in SAM apparel
commences to whip him.
Moon's behavior on a BBC
talk show is equally as
outrageous. First he rips up
Townshend's shirt and then
begins disrobing and finally
ends up throwing his socks at
the interviewer.
Many rock critics, in addition to Who enthusiasts have
nominated The Who as the
greatest rock group of all
time, besting in their contributions to rock even the

this ideal.
The New Wave music that is
supposedly revitalizing the
rock scene, .can only be a
rehash of bask rock themes
already expressed by First
Wave groups like The Who.
There is no substitute for the
real thing.
TheKids Are Alright"
should be seen not only by
people who love rock and roll,
but also by those who want a
last chance to see the best the
rock age has to offer. The Who
is everything rock is, and
"The Kids Are Alright"
provides a well-executed
portrait of them.
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NAME THAT ROOM,!

*■•**:

Starting in January, there will be a new
entertainment spot in Chandler Hall. The
room will be based on the theme of a French
Sidewalk Cafe. But the room needs a name
with a logo.
If you are interested, send an entry to
Box L-35, James Madison University Program Board
by December 14.
There is a $25.00 prize for the winner,
who will be announced in January.
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Short Take*Seige continues

Naval strength
WASHINGTON <AP>- Both the United States
and Russia have strengthened their naval
forces in the Indian Ocean area amid the
continuing crisis in Iran.
Defense Department spokesman Thomas
Ross told reporters Tuesday that the 81,000-ton
U.S. aircraft carrier Kitty Hawk and five other
Navy ships sailed into the Indian Ocean from
the South China Sea over the weekend.
The Kitty Hawk tasks force was ordered
from the Philipines last week after the White
House for the first time raised the possibility of
using military force if the 49 American
hostages held in the U.S. Embassy in Tehran
are harmed.
The Navy also sent some mine-clearing
helicopters from the Atlantic fleet to the
western Pacific last week, presumably to be in
Swition to act if the Iranians should try to
ock the entrance to the Persian Gulf.
Meanwhile, Ross said the Russian fleet in the
Indian Ocean has been increased over the past
week or so from 12 to 15 ships, about half of
them combat vessels.
Asked whether the Russians have been
deploying any additional troops along their
1,600 mile border with Iran, Ross said, "we've
observed no unusual movements of that kind."

RIYADH, Saudia Arabia <AP)- Armed
Moselm extremists held out in the basement of
Mecca's Grand Mosque Tuesday, while in
Beirut, Lebanon, anonymous telephone callers
claimed responsibility for the week-long siege
on behalf of previously unknown groups.
Maj. Mohammed Zuwayyed al-Rifei, an
officer of the special security forces, said in a
Saudi Television and radio interview that most
of the gunmen have been captured.
Rifei said asphyxiating and tear gases were
used to flush out the gunmen from barricaded
strong points in the sprawling mosque, which
contains the Kaaba shrine, Islam's most
sacred site. Rifei said there were many
casualities among the security forces and
civilians on Mecca?s streets also had been shot
by snipers in the minarets, but did not say how
;many persons were killed or wounded.
Unofficial estimates'here put the number of
deaths in the takeover and attacks at SO to 300.
Saudi officials said shortly after the takeover
that two people had died in the initial shooting.
No Western reporters have been admitted to
Mecca, a holy city open only to Moslems.
The captured extremists are being interrogated and will be prosecuted severely,
Saudi officials said. The Koran, Islam's holy
book, calls for the dismemberment of persons
guilty of crimes against Allah or the Moslem
prophet Mohammed.

A liability
LOS ANGELES (AP>- Richard M. Nixon says
his political career is over and be would be a
"liability to any candidate I might want to
support publicy."
In his first live interview since he resigned as
the 37th president of the United States in
August 1974, Nixon also said Iran's Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini is "crazy like a fox." He
added that America should only use military
force against Iran if hostages being held in the
U.S. Embassy there are harmed.
In the interview Monday with KABC
newscaster Jerry Dunphy, Nixon, 66, said,
although his political career has ended, "I
believe I should state my views and perhaps
provide some guidance, some advice to people
of both parties...! have no intention to retire."

Flooding
ELIZABETHTOWN, N.Y. <AP>- While
searchers looked for the body of a fifth victim,
state officials planned emergency repairs to a
gaping section of highway that sent at least
three vehicles into a flood-swollen tributary of
the Bouquet River.
Troopers said a 10-mile stretch of state highway 9N was closed today. A 200-foot-long
section was washed out Monday night after
heavy rains bloated the normally tranquil
stream.
Even before the flood, some officials had
expressed concern about moving large
numbers of cars through the mountains to the
Olympic Games in February.

Fuel money
WASHINGTON (AP)- President Carter
promised on Tuesday to speed $1.35 billion into
the hands of millions of poor Americans to help
them pay higher fuel bills this winter.
Benefits and eligibility will vary widely from.
state to state, but are expected to average
roughly $200 for each of an estimated 7 million
or more eligible families.
Those eligible for the aid include those
receiving federal assistance for the blind, aged
and disabled. State plans yet to be formulated
will determine who else is eligible; most plans
are expected to be based on who receives
welfare assistance.
Colder, Northern states receive the bulk of
the money but even balmy Hawaii and Florida
will get at least a little. Among those receiving
the highest benefits are Iowa and New Hampshire, where Carter faces two early contfcris in
his soon-to-be announced campaign for renomination and re-election.

Unveiled threat
WASHINGTON (AP)-A woman carrying,a
knife and yelling was seized by Secret Service
agents today after she rushed into the
reception room of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's
Senate office. She was charged with assault
with a deadly weapon.
One of the agents who seized her was nicked
in the wrist by the knife.
At the time of the incident, which occurred at
about 9:40 a.m., Kennedy was in his office.which is separated from the reception
room by an outer office.
Kennedy, who recently announced Ins
candidacy for the 1960 Democratic presidential
nomination, said he was unaware of the incident until he was told about it later by one of
his assistants.
Richard Burke, Kennedy's executive
assistant, said that when the woman entered
the reception area, she let out a yell and drew a
knife from under her coat None of the witnesses to the incident could say what the
woman yelled.
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Sirloin Strip Dinners

BONANZA

2 for $5.99

Family

Offer valid with
coupon only through

12-3-79
v

434-1278

Restaurant

SIRLOIN STRIP

wakeo-sSSSS
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FROM THE WORLD'S
LARGEST FAMILY OF
STEAK RESTAURANTS

2 for $5.99
829 £

Market St. Harrisonburg , Va
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JMEED CREDIT? % „ THE CREDIT GAME]
Too young to borrow?
New in town/no references?
Erase bad debt records
Skip bills without ruining credit
Receive loans within weeks of beginning this program
Information on updated credit laws and legislation
Your rights under the Federal Credit Acts

SOLVE ALL
THESE
CREDIT
PROBLEMS

"Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in
'minimum payments'? With this book you will learn how
to make the $300 billion credit industry jump at your
command."

ONLY $5.95

with

(N.Y. residents add 8% Sales Tax)

THE CREDIT GAME
Send Check or
Money Order to

WALL STREET PUBLISHING CO

303 5TH AVE.
SUITE 1306
NEW YORK, NY 10016
■ ■ ■ - ■ V/it-w M>*tM taar«arj» *^.m^m^^^iu^^^m^m*^Z^§^^~T^
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Enclosed is$.
Name

Address
City

State._

Books

Zip _

Allow 3 weeks for delivery.
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Has JMU Been More Expensive
Than you Expected??
Maybe you should look into applying for an Army
ROTC Scholarship. If your grades are reasonably
good, and you are interested in applied leadership, a
two or three year scholarship may be waiting for you to
apply for it.

Army ROTC

Check it out.

Call us at 433-6264, or stop by to see us
in Room 331 Godwin Hall.

1980 Calendars make Yearlong
Christmas Gifts
Paperback Books make Perfect
Stocking Staffers
We also have Boxed Sets, Soft bound
Gift Books, Gift Certificates & more!

COURT SQUARE
CARDS & BOOKS
64 South Court Square 433-1155

CSC survey to aid
in housing search
By KATHY HOPKINS
The tenant-landlord
relationship survey continues
to be a major topic discussion
for the Commuter Student
Committee.
The survey is designed to
aid new commuter students in
finding an apartment New
Questions have been added to
the survey, and as soon as it
has been revised it will be sent
to all commuter Students.
CSC members will be in the
Post Office lobby to pick up
the surveys as students
receive them and fill them
out This is being done to gain
a greater response.
The CSC is also planning a
survey to send to landlords.
"I think it's only fair for the
landlords to be able to voice
their opinions and problems
with tenants," said Jeff
French, CSC chairman.
ACCORDING TO FRENCH,
some apartment complexes in
Harrisonburg refuse to rent to
students, and this must be the
result of problems caused by
students. French said the
survey will reveal these
problems and allow the CSC to
address them.

"It's part of our committment as members of the
CSC to alleviate the problem,"
he said.
Diane Woolard, a JMU
health major and president of
Eta Sigma Gamma, was involved in the recent "Smoke
Out", addressed the CSC
about the affects of smoking
and gave tips on how to quit.
Woolard
stated
that
smoking was related to 56
percent of all home fires, that
smokers had three times more
cavities than non-smokers,
and that one cigarette can
increase heart rate and blood
pressure.
She also sajd that nicotine
was a stimulant and causes a
psychological
dependence.
Nicotine narrows the blood
vessels and makes the heart
pump faster, she added
Woolard revealed several
ways to quit smoking which
included keeping a chart of
when and where you smoke,
"psyching yourself out,"
telling people you are going to
quit, and rewarding yourself
for not smoking.
Ski trips to Massanutten and
a Car Rally in the spring are
now being planned by the CSC.

Individual Events team
places sixth at tourney
Six
James
Madison
University students placed in
finals pacing the Individual
Events team to a sixth place
finish at the Shippensburg
State
College
Forensics
Tournament heW November
16-17.
Sophomores Debbie
Laumand, Lynn Tipton and
Donna
Franklin
placed
second, third, and fourth
respectively
in
Extemporaneous Interpretation.
In this event, contestants are
given a prose or poetry

selection and in one-half hour
must rehearse and perform it.
Freshman Christie Moniz
captured third place in
Demogogic Speaking, which is
a speech in which a speaker
takes an absurd stance on an
issue and argues in favor of it.
In
the
Impromtu
Nomination event, freshman
Chris Kouba placed fifth.
Sophomore Franc O'Donnel
competed and contributed to
the team's sixth place finish.
Twenty-six schools competed in this tournament.

Featuring: TOPS FOR EVERYONE
*.

•ffom Fashion tops to T-shirts (long &
short sleeve) and other accessories

• SPECIALIZING IN TRANSFERS*
-lettering and numbering
-custom printing
-Greek lettering
Now Introducing -Night Shirts -Soccer Shirts

r\

Create Your Own T-Shirt Design from any:
slide
drawing
album cover
•photo
clipping
color or blk/wht.
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Get a Hot n Juicy
Single Hamburger, crispy
golden French Fries
and a 16 6z. soft drink
for just...

$148

JL cheese extra

I

offer expires

Hours: 10-9 Mon.-Sat.
Located in Valley Mall

434-4824

12/3/79
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(296-8646). and Kit Watson
(434-4099)
or
graduate
representative
Elizabeth
Caldwell (4344571).

Planetarium
The
James
Madison
University planetarium will
present the program "The
Christmas
Star"
every
Thursday from Nov. 29
through Dec. 27.
The program will explore
the night sues 2,000 years ago
to search for possible explanations for the occurrence
of the Christmas Star. The
search will lead to the investigation of such diverse
phenomenon as
comets,
meteors, supernova and the
alignment of planets.
"The Christmas Star" will
be presented at 7 p.m. and 8
p.m. each Thursday and is
open to the public at no
charge.
Special
group
showings can be arranged by
calling (703) 4334109.

Songfest
Come see and listen to the
sixth annual Songfest in sign
Language which will be held
on Dec. 5 at 7:30 p.m. in the
auditorium of Anthony Seeger
Campus School. This year the
three beginning sign language
classes in the Department of
Speech
Pathology
and
Audiology
will
perform
Christmas and ether songs
including a disco number.
Children from the Hearing
Disorders program at Dayton
Elementary
School
will
participate, as well as
children
from
Beth-El
Congregation. Art McDermott
will again perform some

Photographers .

pantomime. And it is rumored
that Santa Claus and Kermit
the frog will be there too!
Admission to this event that
all will enjoy is only fifty
cents. Proceeds will be
donated to a local program for
the hearing impaired. Helping
sponsor this event is Sigma
Alpha Eta.

included in the design on the
front of the shirt.
The shirts will be available
for sale in the lobby of the
student center, near the post
office, at WMRA, at the TVFilm Center, and at the
Comm. Arts Dept. Office
Monday through Friday until
Dec. 14.

Gun Control

Artworks
The opening for Linda
Green's one man show
"Reviewing Nature" will be
on Dec. 2 from 4-5 p.m. The
work will be displayed at the
Artworks Gallery downtown
located in the rear of
Harrisonburg
Rockingham
Historical
Society.
The
Historical Society is located at
301 S. Main St. and will be
open for viewing from 10-4
p.m. daily until Dec. 14.

Gun

Control

Program

sponsored by JMU Young
Americans for Freedom
Tuesday, Dec. 2, 7:30 p.m.,
WUURoomD.

Open House
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority
will be sponsoring an Open
House at Rivendale Home for
boys on Sunday, Dec. 2 in the
afternoon. It is open to the
public and everyone is
welcome. Refreshments will
be served.

ANDREDKEN
•:•

V.

teaming up to give you precision cuts, |
permanents, and coloring

AERho
On Dec. 4 Alpha Epsilon
Rho will have available for
sale Communication Arts
baseball shirts. They are high
quality shirts, available in
medium or large; red or blue
color and are $4 each. All four
areas of Comm. Arts are

Ellen, Henry, & Company
48 W. Baabeth St.
434-73/5
By Appointment

y«ewg»c»cggg5
The Right to Read Program
needs amateur photographers
seeking experience. Great
opportunity. Contact Dr. Joe
Muia at 433-6508.

Local Politics >

TO THE

Mrs. Marjorie Mayes and
Mr. Bishop Dellinger, local
politicians, will speak on
aspects of local politics on
Dec. 3 at 6 p.m. in room D of
the Union.

FABULOUS

Faculty
FACULTY: Awards
available for Fullbright
portunities abroad, if you
interested, call 6288 at
Psychology Department

Library books
tar-

50's

are
opare
the

at

>.*i

All JMU Library books are
due at the end of the semester.
Returning books on time will
help you avoid fines and the
possibility of registration

SGA Dance
The Student Government
Association will be sponsoring
the Third Annual Christmas
Dance on Dec. l from 8-12
6m in the Union Ballroom.
ress will be semi-formal to
dance to the sounds of
Grandeurs featuring Act III.
Tickets are |8 a couple which
includes the charge for beer
served all night. Tickets are
available from your SGA
Senator or from the SGA office on the first floor of the
Union.

Library Science
The
Student
Advisory
Committee of the Library
Science and Educational
Media Department will meet
Dec. 3 at 6 p.m. in Maury 101.
The meeting is open to any
students with concerns in the
areas of curriculum, instruction or advising. For
additional information contact
undergraduate
representatives: Betsy Bishop

:SfirtBKftuKSS-«

Costume Contest
w/ Prizes For:

Nov. 29
9 p.m. - 2 a.m.

• Greasiest Greaser

• Cheeriest Cheerleader
• Happy Day's Gang - Look-alikes
• Bubble Gum Blowing Contest
Prices on all food and beverages
rolled back all night long I
Join us for a return to the 50's or
we'll steal your hubcaps I! \

"ANTASTIC
ENWICK'S
w-wc^wwcre g ? a fr itamnA

gg'J*ftft3tf>^>£^<

68-70 West Water St.
Downtown Harrisonburg
434-3130
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•UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD
CALENDAR OF EVENTS.
Coming Home

A JEROME

HELLMAN proa*™

AHALASHBYF*.

Jane Fonda
Jon Voight Bruce Dern
"Coming Home'9

There's still time...
to sign up for
Ft.Lauderdale
over Spring Break
8 days & 7 nights
contact the UPB office
deadline: Dec. 5

screws.»WALDO SALT«i ROBERT C JONES s», w NANCY DOWD
o.K.oxxPho.ogrwvHASKELLWEXLER immi.■«*»BRUCE GfljaERT
[R| p-oducw by JEROME HELLMAN ow^HALASHBY United AltlStl

r

$40.00 Deposit
• Nov. 30 85 Dec. 1
G/S Theatre
* 7 8B 10pm
$1.00w/ID

.

IS DUE DECEMBER 5

Add $10.00 To Total If
Sign Up After
***- *r
December 5
Space Is Limited
So Don't Delay!

>v

COFFEEHOUSE!!!
FEATURING:

ROY BOOKBINDER

Tke Renter #ttic

Tuesday, Dec. 4 at 8:30 pm
,#»»_>* »fcrf*^^».

'srtA&nc&sceGiacs&rf^^?

nr./j.nv.

ysdniA ^\
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Classifieds

By Scott Worner

Madisonman

UrAM... I car* rxFLAt>*--..VOO 5€E THIS GW-..AH
..PASSED OUT
/
....AND...AH
... OH vraH,
I WAS.. AH..TRYING TP
REvivr
... Y£AH!
THAT'S IT,

For Sale
ATTENTION ALL J.M.U.
SCUBA DIVERS!: GLOP
Divers, Etc. is a local diving
dub now coming on campus
arranging trips, activities,
etc. AD interested come to the
meeting Sunday, December
2nd, 7:00 in W.lf.U. Rm. A. A
party follows the meeting. For
info call Cliff at 433-0755.
FOR SALE: A pair of Bass
ladies shoes with ties, size 7«*
M, worn only once. $25.00. Call
4834.
FOR SALE: 1976 Buick
Limited 4 door hardtoploaded with extras. No longer
need—priced below book
value. For more details— call
434-1968 after 5:30 p.m.

By Andy Black

Ermie
THEY SURE
DON'T KID
XeNtf
AROUND />OAD
TION,

TYPING: $.75 a page for term
papers, extra for tables,
charts. Carbon film ribbon for
clean copy. Experienced in
term papers and Master's
theses.
Call
434-7127.
TYPING SERVICE:
dissertations, theses, etc.
Over 10 years experience. 80
cents par page. You furnish
paper. Call Mrs. Price ITSPROFESSIONAL
self-correcting
Pica or Elite.
rates. Call Mary
879-8982.

TYPING on
typewriter.
Reasonable
Lou Glick,

By Scott Worner
fl HAN ?]
vj Ji-mnyl

One-time political cartoon

fi you- lookhnrrihlB.
What have
jrau doint

STEREO EQUIPMENT:
Discount on over 40 brands.
Full warranty and free set-up
service. Call Bob

ForRent
FOR RENT NOW: Completely furnished room and
kitchenette. Near college.
Utilities included. Private
entrance. Male, non smoker.
No pets. Recommendations.
$130 per month Call 434-3946.

^sasflsw,.

Our Hero

By Matt Wagner

FOR RENT: House at 542
Cortcelk) St. 4 bedroom, 8
rooms total. Full basement.
Big yard. Gas heat. Call 4344135 after 6.

FOR RENT: Furnished 2
bedroom bouse. Heat furnished, no smoking, pets.
Suitable for 3-4 students. 4340138.

r

ROOMMATE WANTEDnon-smoking male wanted to
share completly furnished one
bedroom apartment one mile
from JMU. Apartment includes living room, dining
room, and washer k dryer.
Rent is $135 a month plus ft of
utilities. Call Ed at 433-8715.

Lost
LOST: One large bottle "Drug
Fair" baby powder. Sentimental value. Personal
reward given to returner with
great bones; cash offered to
others. Call Donna 433-1186.

Wfc*
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Classifieds

Doonesbury

P

(Continued from Page 28)

Personals
OLD MAN: Confusion is not
one of my better qualities. Let
me know when you figure me
out.
LITTLE
GIRL

.

C'MON, MAN, THE
LAWYER DOESNT WANT
TO 5TARJ THE READING
^ OF THE WILL UNTIL
YOU'RE THERE.

By Garry Trudeau

OKAY, OKAY. I'LL BE
DOWN IN A MINUTE. BUT
ONLY TO MAKE SURE YOU
PEOPLE PONT 05MANTLETHE HOUSe.

GREAT! ITHINK ITLL
BE WORTH YOURTIME,
IFYOUKNOWWHAT

IMEAN, MAN.

ITHOUSHT
THE WILL
WASSEAlW,
BRENNER.

UH..IHAYHAVE
HELP IT UP TO
THE LI6HT OUR.IN6 REHEARSAL.

YOU mm
THElMmjLE
FARM PRETTY
BAP, PONT
YOU, MAN*

A ROSE IS A ROSE is a rose is
a rose is a rose is a rose is a
rose is a bunch of grapes.
Hope the fans don't mob you
too badly next year. Love,
THE FLYING DOGETTE
TRAINER.
V.S.R.: Happy 2ist Babe!
Now you can show Randy Wig.
who can get those Tequila
Sunrises! Love ya! GOOSE
WIZARD: Don't keep
assuming the worst...Jfcu're
usually wrong when you do.
Let's keep warm Saturday
night!
GUESS
WHO

HOOVER: What do you mean
by "My
Ducky (hands off
TJ.)M Aren't Two Heads
better than one? Let us know.
TJ.
AND
OTHER

OKAY, IF EVERYONE flAS
SOMETHIN6T0DRINK, IP
UKE TO SET THIS SHOW
ON THE ROM.
/

IT IS My UNHAPPY TASKTO
BE HERB TODAY TO READ
THE HILL OF MR. DUKE, WHO
IS..UH.. PRESUMED DEAD
AT THIS TIME.

I'M IF. BANNON, COUNSEL
FORTHE FIRM OFTORTS,
TARTZ AND TORQUE, AND
PERSONAL ATTORNEY FOR
AMBASSADOR
/ DUKE.

STILL NO WORD
FROM THE DE-

CEASWYET,
RI6HT?

NOT A
PEEP. MAN.
LETSDO
IT.

n

GUESS WHO: I hope you
find out bow to get where we
want to go. You aren't bad
with directions but I don't
want to get lost. I hope it
snows or is freezing cold—I
know I'll stay warm.
WIZARD.
RE: Love & »l: Hope to see
you Friday nite around ninish.
BUCKSBOH.
BIRD: I crave your body,
heart, and soul! Thursday
night at Duke's and later in
your
"cave"
was
the
ultimate! I hope this makes
you happy.
YOU KNOW

YOU A
FRIEND
\ OFTHE
' FAMILY?

Y0UM/6HT
SAY THAT I
WORKFORTHE
INTERNAL REVSNUB SERVICE.

f

WOW..

*=

\

pyk.
LITTLE GIRL: Given time
I will figure you out OLD
MAN.
TO MY SUITEMATES,
LITTLE BROTHERS AND
FRIENDS: You all are fantastic and I love you. Thank
you for a great surprise B-day
party, it was the best. KATHY
SUE: Hope you have a really
nice birthday and that you and
Dan will be a t the party. Love,
YOUR SUITEMATES
RICKY AND RENEE: Have
fun at the formal! Love, SAN
YOKO: SURPRISE! Well we
get to send off the one friend
you like and hear "personality
crisis" live-should be fun. I
love you! JOHN
STEVE P.: Your "unplanned" phone call was the
best calf I've had aU
semester! I loved it. I do owe
my roommate something
after all. We must do it again
soon. Better yet, when am I
going to meet "the real
tiling?" You sound like a
winner to me. JACKIE=THE
ONE BY THE POOL!!!
TO OUR SOLE SOURCE OF
LIFE IN THE QFFICE: As
you depart the hallowed halls
of The Breeze, your loyal,
dedicated, humble and very
talented reporting staff wish
to leave you with one parting
thought According to ISO
JMU students, they put
strange ingredients in that
English tea. Everytime you
drink it, you get the urge to go
out and survey dirty old men.
THE PR CREW.
SPARKLE: Animal missed
last Tuesday, shall we try
in this weekend? Better
care, but still have a good
e'r
CHESHIRE.
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TO
.."ANDBEING OF ACCEPTA- e
BLY SOUND MIND AND
'
, MILL, I HEREBY LEAVE
\ MY ENTIRE ESTATE TO.."

§S
..MYBEWVED
PROTE6E,MR.
ZONKER HARRIS." HUH?

*fl /*

1

T nxi

SSffSm ******

/S2??5 AS SURPRISED
TAKE IT. \

ft3™"*

i5
WHEARDME,
PAL. PUT IT ALL

iNescmmoe

{TOUCHES DUKES
{ESTATE UNTIL I

BUT, MR. HARRIS.
WeVEVJORKED
OUT A WHOLE

m$nmppo\
6RAMF0RYOU..

TLL JUST BET YOU
HAVE!mL.mCAN
R0R6ET m NOW, I
HAVE A PLANE
TO CATCH.

I

BB REASON
ABLE,MAN.
WECOULDPUT
YOUR MONEY
TO WORK!

\
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Viewpoint

20/20 hindsight:
a monthly review
Around campun
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•In typically logical rationale, the Student Government
Association this month first adopted a measure that would give
the executive committee a strong arm for pushing through its
legislation by making committee chairmen able to vote only in tie
situations, and then it turned around and opened executive
committee meetings to the public, a move that might hamper
executive railroading since legislative intent is open to public
scrutiny.
The first measure is an obvious attempt by the executive
committee to set up senate committees as rubber stamps for its
proposals. Committee chairmen should be strong and objective
leaders for their groups, reviewing and then ratifying or rejecting
proposals on individual merit However, by technically reducing
the chairman to a referee for solving cases* of ties, the executive
committee has in effect moved the only potential block to its
proposals, since it is usually the chairman who is experienced
andknowledgable in the legislative history and intent of the SGA,
and thus capable of objectively questioning the value of a particular proposal.
The second measure, opening executive committee meetings to
the public in compliance with the Virginia Freedom of Imformation Act is a good first step in making the SGA a real
student government. Students have the right to know what their
elected representatives are thinking and planning, not Just the
innocuous statements released for publications. SGA secretary
Debbie Smith defended closed meetings by saying, "We have a
job to do. We get into hot sessions at these meetings." That's the
stuff students want to hear—especially if it's so controversial the
executive council is arguing about it.
One step backward, and then one step forward.
•Finally someone has realized that JMU's annually increasing
enrollment needs to be dealt with: present facilities must be
expanded to meet students' needs. Post Office manager Mortimer
Fear said this month that he'd like to expand the post office so
that each student could have his own box and also provide past
office employees with a larger work area.
Although no expansion puns have been discussed yet, it is
nevertheless refreshing to hear someone admit mat the overcrowded status quo is not desirable.
•Students hot over the laundry situation can go take a cold
shower. The new cold water only laundry policy is a good first
step to cutting back energy used for heating weater unnecessarily. There are plenty of good cold water laundry
detergents at local supermarkets.

Around the nation
•The major national dials this month has also been the major
international crisis: the attack by Iranian students on the
American embassy in Tehran and the holding hostage of the
Americans there for more than three weeks. Decrying the seizure
as an inexcusable breech of international law is a waste of tune. It
shouldn't have happened, but it did. In response, the Carter administration has shown intelligence and foresight in its actions:
boycotting Iranian oil, freezing Iranian assets in U.S. banks, and
avoiding setting the dangerous precedent of giving into terrorists
through forced negotiations. The only misstep so far has been the
order to deport Iranian students here as illegal aliens, an action
violating human rights that belongs in Iran, not the U.S.

Around the world
•With attacks on the Holy Mosque in Saudi Arabia and the
American Embassy in Pakistan, the Islamic faith erupted this
month in violent religious fervor, although it is still unclear
whether the violence is in the name of God or national interest.

Quote of the month: co-winners
•In the Nov. 16 issue of The Breeze, SGA President Dave Martin
reported on the student services convention which he and administrative vice-president Charles Cunningham attended in
Chicago Nov. 2-6. "We're lucky and fortunate to have the best
student government in the country. We did not find a school there
with more voting participation or projects than us."

V*

•On the death of the motion to recommend university issuance of
bi-monthly paychecks to student employees, student services
committee member Doug Marshall said that "students are going
to blow their paychecks in three days whether they're issued once
or twice a month. ■ -1 tuq Isfrqso tb&n tforjoe
;■>>,• ob tljow

Perennial debate

?

Justice and the death penalty
Con

Pro

BY TIM HALL
Jesse Bishop was "executed" recently by the
state of Nevada. Some may call it murder. But
it wasn't, simply because the state did it instead of an individual. But that doesn't excuse
the fact that a human life was taken unnecessarily.
Nevada now joins Utah (which killed Gary
Gilmore) and Florida (which killed John
SpenkeUink) as executioners. And unless we
are exh«,...jty careful* they could be joined in
the near future by their comrades—fellow
states to this barbaric eye-for-an-eye syndrome.
Perhaps the most important reason not to
use the death penalty is to prevent mistakes.
What if the wrong person is killed? There is at
least one famous case in which that may very
wen have occurred. In 1996 Bruno Richard
Hauptman, an unemployed carpenter, was put
to death in New Jersey for kidnapping murder
of the infant son of Charles Lindbergh. The

By DAVID HUME
There to justice in the death penalty. In the
U.S. Constitution, the last line of the eighth
amendment states..."nor will cruel and
unusual punishment be given." In a 7-2
decision in 1976 the U.S. Supreme Court said
the death penalty does not violate the eighth
amendment
Severe penalties and long term punishment
do not serve as a successfuldeteren t to capital
crime as some might hope. The only deterent
to capital crime is capital punishment. A study
done by a Chicago University professor from
1930 to 1969 showed that for each execution
there were seven to eight fewer murders per
year. The mere threat of paying for a crane
with one's life has acted as a great deterent to
homicide in today's society. This threat has
caused robbers to carry unloaded guns while
pulling off crimes and burgulars to attempt
their theft without weapons.
The American public has clearly supported

Should capital punishment be abolished?
^evidence against Hauptman was, at best,
the death sentence. Public support increased
circumstantial. Nonetheless, Hauptman was
from SO percent to 1972 to M percent in 1974.
put to death. A recently published book written ' Again, in a 1977 Gallup Poll, the public still
by Anthony Scaduto, Scapegoat: The
showed strong support for the death penalty
Lonesome Death of Bruon Richard Hauptman,
with 65 percent of the people favoring it.
Those who commit murder, beat and then
shows that Hauptman was railroaded to
rape women, skyjack planes and bomb public
conviction on the basis of extremely shabby
places have to be stopped. Our judicial system
evidence. "It was done in an atmosphere of
needs to set precedents for capital crimes and
hysterical vengefulness, compounded by hero
enforce them. People need to take a strong
worship of 'Lucky Lindy', according to
stand as former California Gov. Ronald
Nation magazine.
Reagan did when his Supreme Court declared
In 1976 it was learned that shortly before his
the death penalty unconstitutional. Reagan,
death, Hauptman had written a letter to his
outraged by the decision, introduced a
mother describing how the state manufactured
proposition to reinstate the death sentence
the evidence in order, according to the letter,
which carried in the November 1972 election by
to "break the life of an innocent man."
a vote of two to one (29 to 11) in the state
Hauptman's mother never got the letter. The
legislature.
warden of the prison suppressed it so that he
Many questions have been raised about the
and then-Governor Hoffman would not be
ethics of the death sentence, but to the ethics
placed in an "embarassing situation for having
one could say rehabilitating a murderer is less
released it"
important than maximizing protection to the
The Hauptman case demonstrates that no
public. People who go to prison who are on
matter how sure a jury is of a person's guilt,
death row have committed grave crimes, but
there is always the possibility, no matter how
our society sympathizes with them and
slight of a wrong conviction. The court system
sometimes offers them the opportunity of
of this and every country is administered by
parole. We give them a second chance to do
humans; it is fallible. There is always chance
what laws say they should not do in the first
for error, but in administering the death
place.
penalty, there is no margin for error. '
Racism is also evident in the handing out of
Whether the death penalty is considered
death sentences. The first three states to have
there are certain things that cannot be
their death penalties upheld by the Supreme
overlooked. First, the Supreme Court has said
Court were Georgia, Florida, and Texas.
the death penalty does not violate the ConRecently these states were examined by
stitution. Second, the American public has
sociologists to determine the proportion of
been in favor of the death penalty for almost 10
ttJSU C1jr ■-' iCfclttatuea on Page 23)
' o>. i rot. i ... i( Continued on Page n> '
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On Iran and avoiding anarchy

In apathetic sleep?
To the editor:
While watching a movie on
television at Eagle Hall
recently, I heard a statement
that I could not believe. It was
a statement most probably
made without any thought to
its content, but nevertheless
words that lacked such
compassion and caring that I
felt both anger and sadness
for the young lady who had
made it.
It was towards the end of the
movie when the program was
interrupted for a special news
report from Iran.
Simultaneously, a girl
blurted out "I don't care
what's going on in Iran, can't
they wait until after the movie
to tell us?"
This misguided person was
more concerned with the
prospect that she might lose 10
seconds of her movie;
something that was not real,
something there solely for our
viewing pleasure than to
entertain any thoughts or the
slightest interest with what
was real and happening.
To make matters worse, she
then teasingly asked: "What's
the matter, wasn't your father
one of the ones released?" She
compounded an already bad
situation by then joking about
the matter with friends.
Isn't there something very
wrong here? Am I one of a
minority who Finds the lives of
the Americans held in Iran a
question of grave concern?
What has happened to
compassion, to interest, to
becoming involved?
Have we all turned into
apathetic shellfish—able to
pull ourselves inside our hard,
warm shell and incapable of

feeling the world and its
events around us?
In that room I was baited
and laughed at for being
concerned. And while people
were quick to condemn me,
nobody had the guts to agree
with me because it's not
"cool" or "fashionable" to
care about human beings
anymore.
As I left the room one of the
same girls exclaimed loudly
and very matter-of-factly that
"All Marines eat shit" This
also disturbed me. Not only
are many of my friends
marines, but the father of the
young lady who I was with
was a Marine, along with her
brother who was killed in
Vietnam. This poor girl
couldn't understand why I was
offended, and, along with a
friend, verbally harassed me
as I walked out of the lounge.
Why do people allow their
tongues to fly without any
thought to what they are
saying?
It's time we all awake from
our apathetic sleep concerning national and international affairs. It is our
generation that is to (reluctantly) inherit the world and if
we don't take care of ourselves, no one else will.
It is time for us to open up
our ears and be able to understand what we say. There
is no excuse for offensive,
abusive and ignorant exclamations!
As I walked home that night
I was made tc': sLafe though I
was the one who had said
something wrong, but I
quickly realized that if my
only fault was "caring" then I
was willfully guilty.
James T. Scarborough

Questions on Kennedy
To the editor:
Psychology has taught us
that one of the best predictors
of an individual's future
performance is his past experience and history. With
this idea in mind, I would like
to pose several key questions
about the presidential candidacy of Sen. Edward
Kennedy.
First of all, I would like to
bring up the incident of
cheating by Kennedy at
Harvard University. Apparently, he was not properly
prepared for a foreign
language exam, sent in an
"imposter" to take the exam
in his place, and was consequently
caught
and
dismissed from the university. In the office of the
presidency, imposters may
not be called in to settle any
issues. The other implications
of this issue need not be
discussed.
Secondly, one of the great
limitations to our American
freedom has been the
emergence of government in
the private sector. I am
concerned with the issue of
excessive government.
Kennedy historically has been
unable to say "no" to lobbyists for governmental aid.
Without
any
question,
"billion-dollar Teddy1' could
be categorized as^rec^esfl,,,,.

By George W. Wolfe
The present crisis in Iran is more
evidence of a serious problem that continues
to plague modern society. This is the
general weakening of the human mind and
the tendency for people to be easily swayed
and caught up in great waves of socialreligious fanaticism. While on the surface
this is manifesting as international
terrorism, underneath can be found the root
cause; that is, thinking untempered by the
discipline of reason and the sense of human
dignity.

'It it vital that we develop,
through education, humane
and rational individuals*
From an historical
perspective,
fanaticsm seems universally characterized
by three prominent symptoms. First, there
is the adoption of a closed system of thinking
which refuses to deal rationally with objective challenges towards a set of beliefs.
Secondly, there is the condemnation and
ostracism of individuals who do not concur
with these viewpoints. Finally, in its most
dangerous stage, there is the condoning of
immoral actions to insure the survival of the
often already threatened system. This last
symptom is usually accompanied by the rise
of a demagogue or individual who is
believed to nave divine sanction for his
actions.
While Iran is the most recent example of
the frightening dangers of this type of
fanaticism, it cannot be considered an
isolated circumstance nor totally peculiar to
Islamic culture. All cultures and all
religions have a terrible history of such

thinking and most certainly are still prone
to engage in it. Indeed, we have witnessed
this in the West during the past decade with
the rampant spread of cults and various
idealistic movements.
With the rise of Khomeini and the subsequent international terrorism in Iran
however, mass fanaticism has undoubtedly
become one of Humanity's greatest
Kroblems. Even the atrocities claimed to
a ve been committed by the exiled shah do
not justify the sacrifice of rational attitudes.
For the resulting beliefs and actions are
clearly a threat to world peace and to the
preservation of social order in other
countries.
The democratic systems of social order
that have prevailed in the West were born
out of and based on reason and principles of
individual freedom, and are not designed to
deal with this problem on a large scale or in
a violent manner, especially if we as
citizens are to conscientiously adhere to our
fundamental
humanitarian
precepts.
Therefore, to protect our own culture from
this social menace, it is vital that we
develop, through education, humane and
rational individuals. Today we must
respond to this epidemic by studying in our
schools the principles of sound thinking, and
by teaching students to think as individuals,
developing in them the ability to assimilate
information and evaluate it correctly so as
to prevent them from being swept away on
tangents of unfounded notions by leaders
seeking political, social, or religious power.
The understanding of this I feel is
essential to avoiding anarchy in this already
unstable world in which we live, and it may
also be fundamentally important in insuring
the survival of the human race at this
crucial time in history.
Editor's note: Wolfe is an instructor of
music here.
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spender of the opinion that
government regulation in
most cases is the solution. I,
for one, think the exact opposite. Excessive governmental
regulation
and
spending is one of the major
causes of our current
economic predicament of
inflationary and recessionary
trends. Excessive federal
spending is one of the fuels of
inflation. To even begin to
control double-digit inflation,
federal
spending
must
decrease, and the office of the
president provides an excellent starting block for this
endeavor.
Finally, even though I am
sick of the controversy, the
issue -of Chappaquiddick is
(Continued from Page 22)
still an important one. As sad
as it may seem, many
death sentences given to interracial murders.
Americans have labeled him
The study, covering 1973-1977, dealt with 200
"guilty until proven innocent"
convicted killers. Of the 200, 40 percent were
due in large part to his atblacks who killed whites, 10 percent were
tempt to cover up the issue. To
blacks who killed blacks, and about 50 perthese people Kennedy owes an
centwere white on white. Only six percent of all
explanation.
homicides were blacks who killed whites, yet
In conclusion, I reiterate
they made up 40 percent of death row octhat I am only raising
cupants. In Texas, Hispanics were included in
questions in regard to the
the study and the results were about the same
Kennedy candidacy. He could
In August 1977 there were eight Hispanics on
prove to be one of the most
death row in Texas; one for killing another
powerful presidents of recent
Hispanic, and seven for kiting whites.
history. But if he did, I feel
Nothing can be done to revive Bruno Richard
that it would be' a conHauptman, Gary Gilmore, John Spenkelink,
tradiction to the basics of
Jesse Bishop, or the countless others who were
psychology.
put to death. But any more senseless killings
Charles A. Johnston
•,.. could be stopped if more states would do what

1

"TO Hie press alone, chequered as It rt with abuses, the
world is indebted for all the triumphs which have gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."-James
Madison
The Breeze is published every Tuesday and Friday except
where otherwise noted
Correspondence Should be addressed to The Breeze. Wine
Price Building, James Madison University. Harrisonburg,
Virginia 22807.
Letters to the editor are encouraged All letters must be
typed, signed, and include the author's address and
telephone number Letters longer than 500 words may be
used as guestspots at the discretion of the editor. Unsigned
letters and editorials will not be used.
All material will be edited at the discretion of the editor.
Ail letters, columns, reviews and guestspots reflect the
opinions ol their authors and not necessarily those of the
editors of The Breeze or the students, faculty and staff of
James Madison University Unsigned editorials art the
opinion of the editors of The Breeze.
Comments and complaints about The Breeze should be
directed to Theresa Beale. editor of The Breeze.

* Con death

Vermont did with their electric chair. The
state, where the death penalty was ruled unconstitutional and has not been reinstituted,
stores its electric chair in the basement of the
Historical Society museum. The death penalty
should be put away as well.

* Pro death
(Continued from Page 23)
years. Third, and most important is that the
death sentence serves as a strong deterent to
criminals. The threat which it cause* may give
criminals second thoughts about carrying
weapons to crimes, and this second thought
could save one's life. For law and order, our
society needs capital punishment
rm ta
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Photos by Dwayne Yancey

Students visit Shakespeare's home
By DWAYNE YANCEY
' STRATFORD-UPONAVON, Nov. S-Dr. Ralph
Cohen bounded up the steps
into the bus with a boyish grin.
"Nextstop: Mecca," be called
cut, giving the driver the goahead.
Mecca? Well, not exactly.
The bus was bound for
Stratford -upon-Avon, not
Saudi Arabia, but for the
students for literature and
drama, Stratford is a kind of
Mecca—the birthplace of

William Shakespeare.
Still a small town with lots
of 16th century buildings, just
as in Shakespeare's day,
Stratford is now home of the
Royal Shakespeare Company,
England's foremost acting
company. Needless to say, it
concentrates on
Shakespeare's plays.
The students -■ in the
Semester
in
London
program's Shakespeare class
spent the first weekend in
November here, seeing five

plays in three days.
The outing to Stratford (or
"pilgrimage" in the terminology of program director
Cohen) was the climax to the
semester's
Shakespeare
class, which had already seen
five shows in London.
But the weekend in Stratford wasn't spent entirely at
the theater. On Friday, an
"off day" with "only* one
play, the group trooped back
onto the bus for a tour of the
CotswoMs, the foothills of the

DWAYNE YANCEY last year's The Breeze
editor, is currently studying in London and
describes himself here as a "typical student
having to come to grips with a 10,000-word
term paper due the next day."

Welsh mountains and a region
which contains some of the
most picturesque and quaint
villages in England.
The day featured a walk
through the fields between the
tiny villages of Upper and
Lower Slaughter and a picnic
in a field beside the River
Windrush.
Another
treat
came
Saturday night when the
group went backstage to meet
actress Judi Dench, who
starred in Cymbellne. Dench,

the RSC's premier actress,
has won numerous awards
for her acting.
Earlier in the week Dench
and her husband, actor
Michael Williams, met with
the Shakespeare class in
London to answer questions
about their work in the
theater.
The trip to Stratford was
"the best thing we've done
this semester,
said Sally
Metcalf, a senior business
major.

London students camp out on the street
uONDON, Nov. 11—Four
James Madison University
students were forced to spend
the night sleeping on the
sidewalk—but not because
they had been locked out of
their hotel.
Instead, they were waiting
in line to buy tickets to former
Beatle Paul McCartney's first
British tour in four years.
Tickets went on sale Sunday
morning at a record store
near the hotel where the JMU
students are staying. Shortly
after midnight Saturday fans
armed with sleepings bags

and lots of blankets, started
lining up.
The JMU students had been
checking periodically and as
soon as a line started forming,
four of them decided to joinsophomore communication
arts major Lir Sharrock,
senior communication arts
major Angela Love, junior
English major J. G. Carter
and senior politial science
major Dwayne Yancey.
Their 10-hour wait paid off:
fourth row seats to McCartney's Dec. 5 concert.

THE ••QUEUE" (British word for line) waiting for tickets to Paul McCartney's concert.

Students witness British festivity and solemnity
Everybody loves a parade
and the British are no exception. One of London's
favorite parades is the annual
Lord Mayor's procession
every November to honor the
investiture of a new Lord
Mayor, a largely honorary
position.
With its marching bands
and gaudy floats, it looks
much like a typical American
parade—except
for
the
Scottish bands with their kilts
and
bagpipes,
or
the
dignitaries in their royal
robes, or finally the Lord
Mayor himself, riding in a
gilded coach normally on
display in the London
Museum.
After seeing the Lord
Mayor's procession,
Harrisonburg's annual
Poultry Parade just won't
seem the same.

One sign protests repression
in Iraq. Another advertises a
demonstration in support of

Zimbabwe's Patriotic Front.
A third hats fund-raising
concerts for opposition parties
in Chile.
Sound like the bulletin board
at the United Nation's? That's
dose. All the signs are in the
lobby of the Univeristy of
London Union.
Britain, because of its
proximity to Africa, Asia and
the Middle East, as well as its
ties to former colonies, attracts a large number of
foreign students. Many come
from the Third World countries which are regularly in a
state of political turmoil.
Consequently, the students
are far more politically active
than those in America.
Students eating in the UL
Union cafeteria are regularly
bombarded by handouts
advertising assorted rallies,
meetings and protests.
For the record, a recent check
of the Union lobby could turn
i only one sign advertising a
o.

LONDON'S ANNUAL Lord Mayor's parade
features the London Scottish Pipes and Drums.
The November parade honors the investiture

of a new Lord Mayor, which to mostly an
honorary position.

